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Executive Summary
In 2013, the Commission for Energy Regulation (CER) published a consultation paper
(CER/13/209) regarding the injection of Renewable Natural Gas (RNG)1 to the natural
gas grid.

In response to CER/13/209, the CER has published this Bridging Paper. The purpose
of this paper is to outline the responses that the CER received to CER/13/209, identify
any potential barriers to the connection of RNG to the natural gas grid and take the
appropriate steps to ensure that RNG producers have the ability to connect to the
natural gas grid.

Respondents to CER/13/209 indicated that for the development of a RNG sector in
Ireland to take place, a RNG Connections Policy is required. In September 2015, the
CER approved Gas Networks Ireland’s (GNI) updated Connections Policy2. However,
the updated GNI Connections Policy does not outline the process for the connection
of RNG production facilities to the natural gas grid.

Given the issue outlined above, the CER has decided that an appropriate next step
is for GNI to prepare a “Proposed Renewable Natural Gas Connections Policy”. The
CER will consult on this proposed Connections Policy prior to making a final decision
with regard to the connection of RNG production facilities to the natural gas grid.

1

Sustainably produced or purified Renewable Natural Gas (RNG) includes gas types such as;
Biomethane, Synthetic Methane, Methanised Hydrogen, Natural Gas blended Hydrogen, eGas/P2G,
“Green Gas”, etc.
2

The CER expect that the Proposed Renewable Natural Gas Connections Policy will be a new
addition to the existing GNI Connections Policy.

i

Public/ Customer Impact Statement
The CER has a responsibility to ensure that parties seeking a connection to the gas
network are facilitated subject to certain safety, economic and financial conditions
being met. The aim of this paper is to outline the next steps to prevent unnecessary
barriers to connection of RNG facilities to the natural gas grid. The CER is aware of
potential end user benefits regarding the injection of RNG into the natural gas grid.
Direct injection of RNG into the gas grid could provide increased security of supply
with less reliance on imports. In addition, a number of other potential benefits exist.
While these potential benefits are outside of the remit of the CER, it is important that
that the CER is aware of such potential benefits. These include:


A reduction in emissions and aid in achieving Ireland’s renewable energy
targets;



The creation of local employment; and



The provision of a renewable and locally produced fuel source.
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Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations

Abbreviation or Term

Definition or Meaning

AD

Anaerobic Digester

CER

Commission for Energy Regulation

CNG

Compressed Natural Gas

CSA

Connected Systems Agreement

DCENR

Department of Communications,
Energy, & Natural Resources

DCCAE

Department of Communications,
Climate Action, and Environment.

GNI

Gas Networks Ireland

IEE

Intelligent Energy for Europe

NGV

Natural Gas Vehicle

NOx

Nitrogen Oxides

NREAP

National Renewable Energy Action
Plan

POP

Persistent Organic Pollutants

RNG

Renewable Natural Gas

SEAI

Sustainable Energy Authority of
Ireland
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1 Introduction
In 2013, the Commission for Energy Regulation (CER) published a Consultation Paper
(CER/13/209) on the injection of Renewable Natural Gas (RNG) to the natural gas grid.
This paper summarises the responses received to CER/13/209 and outlines the
appropriate next steps with regard to the connection of RNG injection facilities to the natural
gas grid.

1.1 Background
In September 2013, the CER published CER/13/209, which highlighted a number of legal,
technical, commercial and regulatory issues concerning the injection of RNG into the
natural gas grid.
In CER/13/209, the term “biogas”3 was used to refer to scrubbed and upgraded biogas
which is suitable for injection into the natural gas grid. Given that biogas generally refers
to raw and un-scrubbed biogas, the CER will refer to upgraded biogas suitable for injection
to the natural gas grid as RNG.
RNG is a renewable gas which meets the specification of natural gas and hence, suitable
for injection into the natural gas grid. RNG can be produced by upgrading biogas which is
a by-product of the decomposition of organic material. Depending on the feedstock and
digestion method, biogas contains in the range of 60-70% methane which can be
harnessed as an energy resource. The most common materials used for biogas production
include animal slurries, municipal solid waste and energy crops.
Prior to injecting into the gas network, biogas has to be processed in order to remove
various impurities. Carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulphide and other trace elements are
removed, which is necessary to ensure the safe injection of the RNG (upgraded biogas)
into the gas network. In addition, propane is added to increase the calorific value of the
biogas so that it is compatible with the natural gas in the network. Biogas which has been
cleansed and treated in this way and is suitable for injection to the gas network is often
referred to as biomethane, but for simplicity will be referred to as RNG or Renewable
Natural Gas in this paper.

3

Biogas is composed mainly of methane and carbon dioxide. Biogas is most commonly used as fuel for
boilers and electric generators to produce power and heat but it can be upgraded to biomethane, which
subject to certain gas quality standards, may then be injected into the natural gas grid.

1

The CER received thirteen written submissions in response to CER/13/209. In relation to
CER/13/209, submissions were received from the following organisations:


Composting Association of Ireland (CRÉ);



Enviroeye;



ESB Generation and Wholesale Markets;



Farmgas Community Partners Ltd;



Gas Networks Ireland (GNI)4;



GreenGas AD Plant;



IrBEA;



Irish Water;



PHM Project Management;



Renetech;



Scontar Technologies;



Technology Centre for Biorefining and Bioenergy (TCBB); and



Tictoc Platforms Ltd.

Of the total thirteen responses the CER received to the consultation, eleven responses
were from potential producers of RNG or their representative bodies, one from a large gas
consumer and a response from GNI. All responses recognise that the injection of RNG into
the Irish gas network would be a positive development from a security of supply,
environmental and economic perspective.
Due to the significant time since CER/13/209, the CER has deemed it appropriate to
publish this Bridging Paper prior to determining the final decision with regard to the
connection of RNG to the natural gas grid.

4

In CER/13/209, the CER referred to Bord Gáis Networks (BGN). In 2014, following the sale of Bord Gáis
Éireann (BGE), BGN was required to change its name. Hence, all references to BGN by respondents to
CER/13/209 have been changed to Gas Networks Ireland (GNI) to reflect this change.

2

Legislative basis regarding the injection of RNG to the natural gas grid
The CER is cognisant that Ireland is subject to a number of EU and National targets 5 in
relation to the use of energy from renewable sources under the Renewable Energy
Directive (EC/2009/28) and the National Renewable Energy Action Plan6 (NREAP).
EU Member States are required to undertake measures to assist the wider use of gas from
renewable sources, which include granting non-discriminatory access to the natural gas
network, provided that such access is compatible with relevant technical and safety rules
on an on-going basis. The EU Third Energy Package requires that the cost of connection
of RNG should be objective, transparent and non-discriminatory.

5
6

Further detail is available in Appendix B.
National Renewable Energy Action Plan 2010

National Renewable Energy Action Plan Progress Report 2012
Renewable Energy Action Plan Project Report 2014

3

Policy developments since CER/13/209
Given the period of time since the publication of CER/13/209, the following sets out the
developments since CER/13/209.
In 2014, the Department of Communications, Energy, and Natural Resources (DCENR)7
published a Bioenergy Action Plan (Action Plan)8. The Action Plan sets out a number of
core bioenergy principles, the core principles set out as being necessary to underpin the work that
is required to implement the Action Plan and advance the sustainable development of
Ireland’s bioenergy resources. Some of the core principles state that:



Policies that support bioenergy should deliver genuine carbon reductions and help
Ireland to meet its carbon emissions and renewable energy objectives to 2020 and
beyond;



Policies must be economically and financially feasible, and cost effective;



The use of scarce resources should be optimised and policies should take account
of the availability of biomass domestically and internationally;



Bioenergy policies should contribute to wider environmental policy objectives.
Bioenergy supports should be designed in a manner that assists in managing the
particulate, Persistent Organic Pollutants (POP) and Nitrogen Oxides (NOx)
emissions that are associated with the combustion of biomass. Bioenergy supports
should also maximise the wider environmental co-benefits such as reduction and
control of methane;



Bioenergy supports should afford a degree of certainty for investment in the sector.
Central to achieving policy objectives will be the extent to which policy actions

7

In 2016, DCENR changed its name to the Department of Communications, Climate Action and
Environment (DCCAE)
8 Bioenergy Action Plan
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directly and indirectly offer certainty and predictability for the principal actors and
engender investor confidence; and,


Bioenergy supports should seek to optimise enterprise and employment
opportunities.

The Action Plan also highlighted the potential benefits of RNG and committed to publishing
a decision regarding the implementation of a Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) in 2016. To
be clear, the implementation of the RHI sits outside of the remit of the CER and hence, is
not considered in this paper.
In 2015, DCENR published its energy policy White Paper (the Paper)9. The Paper
discusses a number of potential options and applications for RNG. The Paper states that
the development of indigenous biogas resources for heating and transport will likely play a
part in gas diversification in the future.
The Paper also outlines that RNG is likely to become more cost effective and widely
adopted over time and that potential new markets may be available to producers of RNG.
The Paper states that at present, there are over 18 million natural gas vehicles (NGVs) in
operation globally, including over 1.9 million in Europe. Such vehicles are particularly
suited for commercial road transport (i.e. trucks, buses and large vans). These vehicles
are currently fuelled by Compressed Natural Gas (CNG), however it is possible to fuel
these vehicles by RNG.
The Paper also outlines that waste management policy in Ireland needs to develop efficient
ways to extract as much value as possible from waste in accordance with the requirements
of the waste hierarchy and the opportunity for waste to be used as an indigenous energy
resource. In this regard, three new regional waste management plans for the period 20152021 support the development of additional thermal recovery and biological treatment
capacity within the State.
In relation to the transport sector, the Alternative Fuels Infrastructure Directive 10 states that
Member States must determine an appropriate number of publicly accessible CNG
refuelling points to be built by 2025. In order to determine the number of refuelling points
required, the level of infrastructure must be sufficient enough to allow for the circulation of
CNG vehicles. The target number of refuelling points will be included in a National Policy
Framework on Alternative Fuels Infrastructure for Transport, due for publication in late

9

Ireland's Transition to a Low Carbon Energy Future

10

Directive 2014/94/EU
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2016. The roll out of CNG stations may provide RNG producers a market for the sale of
the RNG product.
Additionally, the 2016 Budget has confirmed that the excise rate for natural gas and biogas
as a propellant will be set at the current EU minimum rate (€2.60 per GJ) and that this rate
will be held for 8 years. This equates to a rate of approximately €0.11 per diesel-litre
equivalent.
Separately, the Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland (SEAI) is currently examining
through an economic assessment, a number of pathways for the production of biogas and
biomethane to reach market. SEAI has placed emphasis on pathways that can reasonably
be deployed in the near-term (2020/2030). In their economic assessment, SEAI will
consider the potential production models in the light of the following criteria:





The anticipated size of the end market;
Technical viability;
The availability of resources and their geographical distribution, which will influence
the scale at which technologies may be deployed; and
Deployment timescales.

Finally, the Green Gas Grids11 project which ran from 2011-2014 outlined a number of
lessons learned from countries when attempting to implement a RNG production industry.
The aim of the project was to establish an exchange between the partner countries in order
to boost the biomethane market development and enhance knowledge in a pan-European
perspective.
The project was funded by the Intelligent Energy for Europe (IEE) programme. The
countries that took part were divided into two groups: countries where biomethane is at an
early stage of development (starter countries), and countries where biomethane is already
produced and a market for it exists (forerunner countries). The group of starter countries
comprised the UK, Italy, Croatia, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia.
Following the completion of the project, the UK identified a number of issues that need to
be addressed to ensure that RNG production is to be a viable enterprise. These included:
1. The need for RNG political support and an associated renewable support
arrangement (e.g. feed in tariff in the UK);

11

http://www.greengasgrids.eu/
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2. RNG requires the gas distribution network owners to be supportive and to remove
any technical barriers that inhibit biomethane (e.g. oxygen specification); and
3. RNG needs Anaerobic Digester (AD) developers and biomethane supply chain to
work with the Gas Distribution Networks and possibly Gas Suppliers to create a pilot
project to help show that Biomethane has no adverse issues regarding gas quality
and to build confidence.
In CER/13/209, the CER sought responses from interested parties regarding potential
barriers to the injection of RNG into the natural gas grid. The barriers identified by
respondents to CER/13/209 are broadly in line with the issues identified in the UK.
While the identification of barriers is important, the CER’s role with regard to RNG facilities
is focused on two aspects:
1. The connection of the RNG facility; and
2. The safety of the RNG facility.
Political support measures such as a RHI are outside of the remit of the CER and as such,
will not be considered as part of this process.
Renewable Natural Gas Safety
The CER is of the view that any RNG injected into the natural gas network system must
meet the gas quality specifications as defined in the natural gas Code of Operations. It is
envisaged that the industry stakeholders seeking to produce and inject gas into the Irish
natural gas network will be obliged to comply with the natural gas Code of Operations and
the relevant industry standards, business rules, and licencing arrangements which will be
developed and applied as part of this RNG process.

Structure of Paper
This paper is structured in the following manner:
Section 1: Introduction;
Section 2: Responses to questions raised in CER/13/209; and
Section 3: Next Steps.
7

2 CER 2013 RNG Consultation
In CER/13/209, there were 23 questions asked covering 5 key categories. The following
section sets out the 5 key categories, the questions asked, and provides an overview of
the responses received.
1. Connection Options
This section outlines the responses received with regards to the connection options
available to producers of RNG. The section focuses on whether RNG producers should
be allowed to connect to the gas transmission network.
2. RNG Production Models
This section outlines the responses the CER received regarding RNG production
models. Respondents provided an indication on whether they felt that a centralised
RNG injection facility would be suitable in Ireland.
3. Gas Quality and Safety
This section outlines the responses the CER received with regard to gas quality and
safety. The section focuses on gas quality specification, whether any derogations (if
any) should be granted to producers of RNG, the injection of odourant, and who should
be responsible for the control of a shut off valve 12.
4. Connecting Pipelines
This sections outlines the responses the CER received with regard to the connection of
the RNG facility to the natural gas grid. The section focuses on whether the RNG
operator should have the option of building the pipeline connecting the RNG facility to
the GNI natural gas network.
5. Regulatory and Commercial
This section outlines the responses the CER received regarding specific regulatory and
commercial issues. Respondents outlined their views on the arrangements that should
be in place regarding the requirement to hold a shippers licence, the process to deal

12

A shut off valve is a valve that prevents unsuitable gas from being injected onto the Irish gas network.
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with out of tolerance gas, and also what connection policy is appropriate for RNG
facilities.

2.1 Consultation Questions
As previously outlined, thirteen interested parties responded to the questions raised in
CER/13/209. The questions are repeated below. For ease of reference the questions have
been grouped together under the relevant categories. Section 2.2 then restates the
questions under these headings along with an overview of responses received.
1. Connection Options
 Should RNG plants have the option of connecting to the gas transmission network?
 Should transmission-level connections be dealt with on a case by case basis?
 Do you agree that standard contracts for connections are appropriate to the
distribution system for RNG plants?
 Are there any other factors that need to be considered when connecting a RNG
plant to the network?
2. RNG Production Models
 Is a centralised model appropriate to Ireland?
 Who could provide such a [Centralised] facility (Co-op, GNI or merchant project)?
3. Gas Quality and Safety
 Should RNG injected into the network fully comply with the gas quality specifications
in the Code of Operations? Are there any specific derogations that could be applied
for RNG in the short term?


Should the RNG producer be responsible for the injection of odourant?



Should GNI be responsible for the operation of all odourisation?



Should GNI control the shut-off valve for all RNG facilities? Is there any reason this
should not be so?



How best should GNI ensure that gas that is of the correct specifications?



Should GNI have responsibility for metering quantities of injected gas and will
applying the calorific value to calculate the energy value of the injected gas postblending?

9



What information should be provided to the RNG producer or shipper? And what
timeframe would be appropriate for the information transfer?

4. Connecting Pipelines
 Should RNG producers have the option of building and operating the pipeline
connecting to the GNI system?


Should GNI be the sole operator of the connecting pipelines from the RNG facility
to the connecting point on the gas network?

5. Regulatory and Commercial
 Should a RNG facility that injects gas solely for use at an off-site facility be exempt
from having a shipper license?


Should GNI purchase RNG for use as shrinkage gas?



Should the existing Connections Policy cost-recovery framework (upfront in full;
upfront sum and recovery over the lifetime of the connection) be used for RNG
plants?



What lifetime is appropriate in the case of a RNG facility?



Is it appropriate to use an economic test for RNG connections?



The CER will approve a methodology for access charges to be applied to RNG
producers, submitted by GNI, which will be based on objective and transparent
criteria. What costs should be included in the access charge?



What tariff structures are appropriate for RNG producers?



The Connected Systems Agreement (CSA) system will set out the formal terms of
the relationship between GNI and RNG producer. Are there any other issues that
should be included in the CSA?

10

2.2 Connection Options
Should RNG plants have the option of connecting to the gas transmission
network
Responses Overview:
The majority of respondents were in favour of RNG plants being able to connect to the natural gas
transmission system with respondents highlighting that transmission connections will be necessary
to facilitate the growth of the market.
GNI outlined that connections to the transmission network are possible however, due to the upfront
capital costs, GNI recommend that a minimum output would be required for such a transmission
connection.
One respondent highlighted concerns regarding the introduction of RNG onto the natural gas
transmission system. The respondent referred to potential risk of damage to electricity generating
equipment which may be affected by the introduction of RNG onto the natural gas transmission
system.

Should transmission-level connections be dealt with on a case by case
basis?

Responses Overview:
All potential RNG producers did not favour transmission level connections being assessed on a
case by case basis. Potential producers stated that a standard set of conditions should be in place
to assist producers to assess the feasibility of potential developments.
GNI, in their response, outlined that due to the fact that a RNG connection (gas producer) will differ
from a standard gas connection (gas consumer) that GNI will seek to revise the existing
Connections Policy to cater for RNG.

11

Do you agree that standard contracts for connections are appropriate to the
distribution system for RNG plants?

Responses Overview:
In general, respondents agreed that standardised contracts for connections should be in place for
distribution connections. GNI reiterated the need for a revised Connections Policy specific for RNG
to give clarity to the RNG sector. Respondents stated that the cost of connection should not be
financially prohibitive or anti-competitive, while one respondent suggested a socialized cost
recovery of RNG tariffs.

Are there any other factors that need to be considered when connecting a
RNG plant to the network?

Responses Overview:
Respondents again highlighted the need for a Connections Policy for RNG with some stating that
RNG producers should be allowed to hold capacity on the network while in the planning process
without the fear of capacity being removed. GNI highlighted the importance of economies of scale
and, that given the limited reach of the natural gas network (particularly in rural areas), that
aggregation production sites may be the most suitable.

12

2.3 RNG Production Model
Is a centralised model appropriate to Ireland?

Responses Overview:
All respondents except one were of the opinion that a centralised model13 is an appropriate model
for Ireland. The one respondent who did not agree stated that the distribution system must be
capable of supporting RNG connections.

Who could provide such a [Centralised] facility (Co-op, GNI or merchant
project)?

Responses Overview:
Respondents in the most part stated that GNI would be the obvious and most suitable candidate
to provide a centralised facility. Respondents highlighted that flexibility should be offered to allow
different actors to provide centralised facilities.

13

A centralised model involves the transportation of raw biogas to an injection facility. The raw biogas is
upgraded at the centralised facility prior to injection into the natural gas grid.
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2.4 Gas Quality and Safety
Should RNG injected into the network fully comply with the gas quality
specifications in the Code of Operations? Are there any specific derogations
that could be applied for RNG in the short term?

Responses Overview
Responses to this question varied. Respondents outlined that initially, flexibility should be provided
to RNG producers with regard to gas quality specifications. GNI stated that they are open to
agreeing an appropriate interim specification. Such an agreement would however be subject to
CER approval.

Should the RNG producer be responsible for the injection of odourant?

Responses Overview:
The majority of respondents were of the opinion that GNI, as Network Operator, with responsibility
for the injection of odourant, is best placed to manage this service. GNI outlined that the injection
of odourant can easily be incorporated into the design of the RNG facility. The addition of odourant
would result in an additional cost for RNG producers.

Should GNI be responsible for the operation of all odourisation?

Responses Overview
All respondents stated that GNI should be responsible for the odourisation of RNG being injected
into the natural gas grid.

Should GNI control the shut-off valve for all RNG facilities? Is there any
reason this should not be so?

Responses Overview:
All respondents were in favour of GNI controlling the shut-off valve at RNG facilities. However,
some respondents stated that this should only take place in exceptional circumstances.

14

How best should GNI ensure that gas that is of the correct specifications?

Responses Overview:
Respondents in the most part were in favour of GNI monitoring the specification of the RNG at the
point of injection. A number of respondents also suggested that GNI should own the monitoring
equipment.

15

2.5 Metering
Should GNI have responsibility for metering quantities of injected gas and
applying the calorific value to calculate the energy value of the injected gas
post-blending?

Responses Overview:
All respondents were in favour of GNI being responsible for the metering of the injected RNG. One
respondent stated that a third party will be required to audit and verify meter accuracy. One
respondent stated that the network operator should be required to provide the injection and
metering facilities and that this cost should not be borne by the RNG producer.

What information should be provided to the RNG producer or shipper? And
what timeframe would be appropriate for the information transfer?
Responses Overview:
Respondents were in favour of information being provided in real time. Respondents stated that
the information required is gas quality, gas flow, and calorific value.

16

2.6 Connecting Pipeline
Should RNG producers have the option of building and operating the
pipeline connecting to the GNI system?

Responses Overview:
All potential RNG producers stated that producers should have the option of building and operating
the pipeline connected to the GNI network as it may be a more cost effective option.
GNI outlined that national legislation does not prohibit other parties from owning or operating such
pipelines. GNI highlighted condition 5 of the TSO Licence which provides that GNI shall not connect
the Transportation System to any End Users’ facility until it is satisfied as to the standard of the gas
fitting and associated equipment used.

Should GNI be the sole operator of the connecting pipelines from the RNG
facility to the connecting point on the gas network?

Responses Overview:
Respondents were not in favour of GNI being the sole operator of connecting pipelines.
Respondents stated that flexibility should be provided to allow RNG operate the connecting
pipelines. The rationale for this would help keep production prices low.

17

2.7 Regulatory and Commercial
Should a RNG facility that injects gas solely for use at an off-site facility be
exempt from having a Shippers Licence?

Responses Overview:
The responses from respondents were varied with approximately half being in favour of an
exemption to ensure that smaller RNG producers are not over burdened by what may be the
onerous requirements of the Code of Operations which is a competency required under Condition
2 of the Natural Gas Shipper Licence. GNI stated that a Shipper Licence should be required as
RNG producers are unlikely to be able to align their production output with that of consumer
demand.

Should GNI purchase RNG for use as shrinkage gas?

Responses Overview:
All respondents were in favour of GNI purchasing RNG for use as shrinkage gas14.

Should the existing Connections Policy cost-recovery framework (upfront in
full; upfront sum and recovery over the lifetime of the connection) be used
for RNG plants?

Responses Overview:
Respondents highlighted that the existing GNI Connections Policy is, in its present form, unsuitable
for the connection of RNG facilities. GNI support the development of an appropriate Connection
Policy for RNG facilities.

Shrinkage Gas means Own Use Gas and/or Natural Gas required to replace “Unaccounted for Gas” (UAG).
Shrinkage gas is procured via a tendered contract and recharged to shippers proportionate to the throughput
of their customers.
14
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What lifetime is appropriate in the case of a RNG facility?

Responses Overview:
Responses varied from 10-25 years. Respondents in the most part stated that the lifespan should
be linked to the length of any incentive that may be in place.

Is it appropriate to use an economic test for RNG connections?

Responses Overview:
Most respondents strongly disagreed with the use of any economic test for RNG connections, citing
discrimination against RNG plants and would result in variation in the cost of connection for each
RNG facility, which could create uncertainty for developers.
GNI recommend that an economic test should apply. GNI state that such a test however should be
suitable to the renewable energy sector.

The CER will approve a methodology for access charges to be applied to
RNG producers, submitted by GNI, which will be based on objective and
transparent criteria. What costs should be included in the access charge?

Responses Overview:
GNI stated that they support the development of a cost effective and efficient access to the natural
gas grid that may enhance the viability of RNG injection projects. Some potential producers of RNG
outlined that due to the positive environmental benefits associated with RNG, that the cost of
transmitting the gas should be socialized over a wider base than RNG producers.

What tariff structures are appropriate for RNG producers?

Responses Overview:
GNI outline the need for an entry tariff to reasonably reflect the cost to GNI of operating the injection
facility infrastructure. GNI recommend the implementation of interim arrangements prior to enduring
tariff arrangements being put in place. Potential producers were of the view that RNG producers
should not be subjected to the same tariff that large natural gas suppliers are subject to.

19

The Connected Systems Agreement (CSA) system will set out the formal
terms of the relationship between GNI and RNG producer. Are there any
other issues that should be included in the CSA?
Responses Overview:
Some respondents offered no comment on this question. GNI outlined that robust systemisation
and a handling procedure will be required when dealing with out of tolerance gas. PHM Project
Management agreed with GNI requesting that clear policy and methods for dealing with out of
tolerance gas.

20

3 Conclusions and Next Steps
The CER acknowledges the potential positive benefits that RNG may bring to Ireland with
regard to reduced emissions. RNG has the potential to assist Ireland in its transition to a
more decarbonised energy market by 2050 and result in lower emissions in the
transportation sector through the utilization of existing Compressed Natural Gas (CNG)
infrastructure. In addition to the transport sector, some large heat users have signalled an
interest in utilizing RNG while power generators may be another potential consumer of
RNG.
As can be seen from the responses in Section 2, a large number of respondents have
indicated that the current GNI Connections Policy15 requires amendments to facilitate the
connection of RNG to the natural gas grid. Therefore, given this and due to the period of
time since CER/13/209 the CER has decided that an appropriate next step is for GNI to
prepare a Proposed Renewable Natural Gas Connections Policy. GNI’s Proposed
Renewable Natural Gas Connections Policy will encompass the key principles as outlined
in the existing GNI Connections Policy. On that basis, the CER expect that, at a minimum
GNI’s Proposed Renewable Natural Gas Connections Policy will follow industry best
practice and contain, at a minimum the following:


An appropriate economic test for the connection of RNG facilities to the natural gas
grid to ensure that tariff payers are not unduly burdened by uneconomic
connections;



Connections charges should be designed based on a least cost solution, will reflect
the appropriate life span of the RNG facility and any excess costs should be
reflected in any connection charges payable;



Will take account of EU and national policy and legislation; and



Will take account of the safety considerations outlined in Section 1.1.3. The CER
will engage with GNI and industry further with regard to RNG safety.

In addition, Section 2.3 outlines potential RNG production models. While production is a
matter for the RNG producer, in their Proposed Renewable Natural Gas Connections
Policy, GNI should take account of the potential production models likely to connect to the
natural gas system.

15

Gas Networks Ireland Connections Policy
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Section 2.5 outlines the options for metering injected RNG and also what information is to
be provided to both RNG producers and shippers. As GNI will be responsible for both the
metering and the information is to be provided then GNI should propose the most suitable
mechanism with regard to the above. GNI will take note of the responses outlined in
Appendix A below when preparing their proposal.
Section 2.6 outlines the proposals for connecting pipelines to the GNI network. Should a
RNG producer wish to own and operate any pipeline connected to the GNI system they
are not prohibited from doing so. The potential RNG producer must note however that GNI
will not connect the Transportation System to any End User’s facility until it is satisfied as
to the standard of the gas fitting and associated equipment used in any premises or in
connection with any such premises.16
For transmission and distribution connections, GNI will consider the appropriate next steps
and whether a Code of Operations adjustment will be required or not. If a modification is
required GNI will outline the appropriate next steps.
Regarding Section 2.7.2 and the purchase of RNG as shrinkage gas, if GNI wish to
purchase RNG for such a use they are free to do so. However, the CER understands that
RNG producers may wish to pursue a number of markets for the sale of RNG.
Once GNI’s Proposed Renewable Natural Gas Connections Policy is completed, the CER
will consult on it. This is a similar process to the Connections Policy amendments decision 17
in September 2015.

16

Gas Networks Ireland TSO Licence

17

CER/15/230
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Appendix A
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Should RNG plants have the CRÉ:
option of connecting to the gas
transmission network?
Yes, RNG plants should have the ability to connect into the transmission network. The CER
have already highlighted the capacity issues associated with such connection to the distribution
network.
Distribution networks are not typically designed with reverse flow capability. The Skiption
Compression project is a UK trial project, the principle aim of which is to increase the effective
capacity of the gas network and to support biomethane plants that would otherwise be
constrained and hence uneconomic. A similar reverse flow project could be implemented in
Ireland to allow for RNG connection. A map of distribution capacity constrained locations would
be very useful to the industry.
RNG plants should have the option of connecting to both the transmission and distribution
networks. Plants should not be subjected to the same tariffs that large volume natural gas
shippers are subject to, which the current code of operations and tariff structures are designed
for. RNG plants will typically be a low volume provider of methane and a standardised low tariff
approach should be used but also a tariff that takes into consideration the social, economic and
environment benefits that RNG plants provide. A minimal or zero rate tariff would help to grow
the industry.
Enviroeye
Yes, upgraded gas will be already at 7 bar and RNG delivered to the grid by mobile road
transport will be at 250 bar. Especially in the latter case the option for injection into the
transmission network will make sense.
ESB Generation and Wholesale Markets (ESB GWM)
ESB GWM did not directly respond to the questions asked in CER/13/209. However, ESB GWM
stated in their submission that a number of potential risks are associated with the introduction of
RNG onto the transmission network and that there is a need for complex analysis of blended
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gas downstream of any RNG injection point. ESB GWM is of the opinion that in the short to
medium term RNG should be restricted to the distribution system. ESB GWM’s concern
surrounds the potential damage that they state RNG may cause to some ESB GWM generating
units.
Farmgas
We expect that RNG in most cases would connect to the distribution system but the option
should also exist for connection to the gas transmission system.
Gas Networks Ireland
Yes, Technology for managing gas quality and odourisation has matured in recent years.
Connecting to the Transmission system would not be viable for smaller plants. GNI recommend
a minimum output of 500m³/hr of upgraded RNG to be considered for a Transmission System
connection.
GreenGas AD Plant
Yes, preference for connection to distribution network due to lower pressure.
IrBEA
Yes, RNG plants will range considerably in scale. A standard national non-discriminatory policy
on access is vital to develop this industry.
PHM Project Management
YES - Many of our fellow European countries have been injecting RNG into their transmission
gas networks for decades, the methods, standards, equipment and technologies have advanced
and improved over this period.
It is necessary to have connection and access to the gas transmission network for RNG plants
in order to maximise the potential, open new markets, and to facilitate the growth of this market.
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The RNG industry can generate sustainable jobs and play a very important part in providing a
sustainable source of energy to the market.
In principle the RNG plants, in suitable locations, should be afforded the same arrangements of
connection to the gas transmission network as the Kinsale Field. There is an obligation to provide
the connection on a commercially viable basis to facilitate the success of the RNG plant industry,
there will be a requirement of the RNG plant to produce sufficient volumes to justify the facility,
however with the RNG industry in its infancy there will be a period of time from commissioning
to full production and or expansion to reach the commercial levels of production.
Renetech
Yes- Injection into the transmission network provides for much greater flexibility in terms of
access to market outlets, certainty in respect of ability to accept deliveries and opportunities to
control RNG transport costs.
The AD production process is a sensitive biotech process that is not easily varied or altered at
short notice. Yields from AD plants typically increases over time, as plant operations become
more efficient and new feedstocks are added. In order to meet contractual feedstock processing
obligations as well as recover substantial capital investment, RNG producers will need
continuous access to national market outlets.
Over time it is highly likely that access points will serve as aggregation points for multiple RNG
producers, potentially resulting in accumulation of RNG quantities at any 1 injection point.
Distribution networks are not generally engineered with reverse flow capability so they can only
physically serve local market outlets. Those that suffer from Minimum Demand Level (MDL)
capacity restrictions may limit ability to continuously accept RNG deliveries. Accordingly RNG
producers may require access to the large-capacity transmission networks to take advantage of
the greater storage capacity and reach.
Scontar Technologies
Yes
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TCBB
Yes - injection into the transmission network provides for much greater flexibility in terms of
access to market outlets, certainty in respect of ability to accept deliveries and opportunities to
control RNG transport costs.
The AD production process is a sensitive bio-tech process that is not easily varied or altered at
short notice. In order to meet contractual feedstock processing obligations as well as recover
substantial capital investment, RNG producers will need continuous access to national market
outlets. Over time it is highly likely that access points will serve as aggregation points for multiple
RNG producers, potentially resulting in accumulation of RNG quantities at any 1 injection point.
Distribution networks are not generally engineered with reverse-flow capability so they can only
physically serve local market outlets. Those that suffer from Minimum Demand Level (MDL)
capacity restrictions may limit ability to continuously accept RNG deliveries. Accordingly RNG
producers may require access to the large-capacity transmission networks to take advantage of
the greater storage capacity and reach.
Additionally while RNG production may be delivered via a local low-pressure RNG collection
pipeline (which may be the preferred option for injection into the distribution grid) during the initial
development period it is likely that a large proportion of RNG will be delivered via road haulage
in high pressure cylinders (250 bar). In this instance delivery to the transmission network would
reduce the level of pressure equalization required and may reduce grid injection costs.
In any geographic region where there is likely to be significant RNG production, the preferred
location for the STANDARD ACCESS POINT would be at a site that is unlikely to suffer any
potential capacity constraints.
Tictoc Platforms Ltd.
Yes, RNG plants will range considerably in scale. A standard National non--‐discriminatory policy
on access is vital to develop this industry.
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Should transmission-level
connections be dealt with on
a case by case basis?

CRÉ
No. A standardised protocol should be put in place that is favourable to RNG plant connections.
The protocol needs to reflect the benefits that RNG plants provide and allow RNG plants priority
access to the network. A fair and flexible approach needs to be taken that ensures that all RNG
plants are treated equally, regardless of geographical location. It would be beneficial to provide a
map or location of potential connection points into the transmission network and areas of
constraint in the distribution network.
Enviroeye
No - It is desirable that a RNG injection regime be introduced that ensures that all national RNG
producers are treated equally irrespective of geographic location. It is also important to ensure
that RNG production can be distributed to market outlets, recognising the different ways that that
may be achieved, and accommodating new developments as they emerge. It is important that
applicants are not penalised because of scale or location, and that the process of connection
should be conducted on a non-discriminatory basis.
Farmgas Community Partners Ltd
No. There should be a standard set of conditions which will help project promoters assess the
feasibility of potential developments. Conditions could include inter alia, minimum required
volumes or MDLs, gas quality specifications and design and safety criteria for plant construction
and operation.
Gas Networks Ireland
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Yes, on specific requirements of the connection, but not in principle. Transmission System
connections are managed on a case by case basis as such connections are relatively rare and
typically have unique considerations such as: distance to pipeline, (way-leaves, construction costs
etc.) GNI:


Clear, transparent, and eliminating any potential customer confusion over the applicable
charges;
 Being cost effective to implement;
 Applying similarly to both transmission and distribution connections for the same customer
type;
 Encouraging the connection of new customer load where EFFICIENT. This should apply
both within the existing gas supply area, in new areas and across customer categories;
 Treating connections consistently through time, in order that similar customers connecting
at different times do not face arbitrarily different charges.
Current Connection Policy includes Guiding Principles of Connection Charges that dictate
economic test and residual cost recovery principles that are more relevant to consumer
connections and these principles would need to be expanded to recognise the unique cost and
benefit cases associated with a producer connection.
GNI would seek to revise the Connection Policy to give clarity and transparency for this potential
customer sector/type. GNI recommend unique characterisation of renewable sector gas
producers as none of the categories in the current policy would be appropriate. The sustainable
nature of renewable gas production should imply that such connections are likely to remain
connected to the network for a longer period of time than a typical commercial enterprise. National
strategies and targets for this sector would also be useful in the medium to long term to better
inform how the policy should apply to this customer type/sector.
GreenGas AD Plant
No. A standard application protocol should be put in place that supports the connection of RNG
plants to the grid and not make judgement on applications on a case-by-case basis.
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It should be at the discretion of the RNG plant should they want to connect to the transmission
network or not. The economics of connection will be the deciding factor for a RNG plant and will
be a key part of the decision to move forward. To make such a decision RNG operators will need
to know the cost of connection. A mechanism to supply RNG operators with information on the
cost of connection needs to be put in place with an appropriate response time. We recommend a
standard connection protocol with a fixed cost.
It should be noted that in Germany priority connection access for upgraded RNG plants is given,
provided that connections are 10 km or less. The German grid operator finances 75% of the
connection costs and adjusts the gas quality to be injected (Wobbe-Index, pressure, odourisation).
German RNG producers also receive a fixed-rate amount of 0.7 Eurocent per kWh of input RNG
from ONTRAS, the grid operator, as payment for grid usage charges thereby avoided.
RNG plants will inject gas in central locations, not at ports or remote entry points. As a result there
are avoided transmission costs for the operator, as the gas does not need to travel from the entry
point to a central off take point. RNG plants should be rewarded for these avoided costs and no
usage charges applied to RNG plants.
IrBEA
No - It is desirable that a RNG injection regime be introduced that ensures that all national RNG
producers are treated equally irrespective of scale and geographic location. It is also important to
ensure that RNG production can be distributed to market outlets, recognising the different ways
that that may be achieved, and accommodating new developments as they emerge. It is important
that applicants are not penalised because of scale or location, and that the process of connection
should be conducted on a non-discriminatory basis.
PHM Project Management
No, it is desirable that a RNG injection regime be introduced that ensures all national RNG
producers are treated equally irrespective of scale and geographic location. It is important to
ensure that RNG production can be distributed to market outlets, recognising the different ways
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that that may be achieved, and accommodating new developments as they emerge. It is important
that applicants are not penalised because of scale or location, and that the process off connection
should be conducted on a non-discriminatory basis.
Renetech
No - It is desirable that a RNG injection protocol be introduced that recognizes the need for
standardization (ensuring that all national RNG producers are treated equally irrespective of
geographic location) and certainty (ensuring RNG production can be distributed to market outlets)
balanced with the need for flexibility (facilitating customized upgrade, conditioning and collection
services) accommodating new developments in an ever-changing market and avoiding an overly
proscriptive regulatory regime that delays market development.
It would be helpful for the gas network operator to identify and map a series of preferred locations
suitable for development of STANDARD ACCESS POINTS, one for each geographic region along
either the transmission or distribution grid.
Scontar Technologies
No. Clear criteria should be put forward which details exact specifications for transmission-level
connectivity
TCBB
No - it is desirable that a RNG injection protocol be introduced that recognises the need for
standardisation (ensuring that all national RNG producers are treated equally irrespective of
geographic location) and certainty (ensuring RNG production can be distributed to market outlets)
balanced with the need for flexibility (facilitating customised upgrade, conditioning and collection
services) accommodating new developments in an ever-changing market and avoiding an overly
proscriptive regulatory regime that delays market development.
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It would be helpful for the gas network operator to identify and map a series of preferred locations
suitable for development of STANDARD ACCESS POINTS, one for each geographic region along
either the transmission or distribution grid. Mapping activity could be undertaken pursuant to a
consultation process overseen by the CER with a view to establishing a series of well-distributed
injection points and taking into consideration factors such as the current capacity of the network,
anticipated RNG production, manning of sites, anticipated gas demand, availability of physical
access to the network etc. While such an activity would not obligate the network operator to
construct sites or make any capital investment without establishing bona fide demand and
entering into binding delivery contracts (and could be subject to a process to facilitate alteration
requests) such an exercise would provide a great degree of certainty assisting potential RNG
producers to define and locate RNG production sites. Identification of such a series of preferred
access points will form the core of a national RNG injection infrastructure.
Standard contract terms and conditions can be developed pursuant to which the network operator
offers REGULATED ACCESS SERVICES at the preferred STANDARD ACCESS POINTS
(irrespective of whether such points are located on the transmission network or higher capacity
distribution networks). Establishing a regulated national RNG access tariff and favourable national
RNG transport tariffs irrespective of RNG entry or off-take locations will facilitate determination of
preferred Standard Access Points based solely on technical criteria, avoiding any concerns that
might arise in respect of preferred locations determined based on potential tariff differentials.
DISCRETIONARY COMMERCIAL SERVICES may also be offered at these sites subject to
commercial negotiations between RNG producers and any licensed party (including the network
operator). Deployment of facilities to offer Discretionary Commercial Services would be
determined on a case-by-case basis subject to the licensed operator’s evaluation of the relevant
business case.
Where specific technical (or other) requirements dictate alterations to standard technical or
commercial terms, a process to accommodate reasonable requirements for specific
circumstances would have to be provided for. Where a preferred injection point has been
constructed, and a RNG producer subsequently requests a change of location, such a request
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could be dealt with as a DISCRETIONARY COMMERCIAL SERVICE on a case-by-case basis
subject to negotiated commercial terms.
Tictoc Platforms Ltd
No, it is desirable that a RNG injection regime be introduced that ensures all national RNG
producers are treated equally irrespective of scale and geographic location. It is important to
ensure that RNG production can be distributed to market outlets, recognising the different ways
that that may be achieved, and accommodating new developments as they emerge. It is important
that applicants are not penalised because of scale or location, and that the process off connection
should be conducted on a non-discriminatory basis.

Do you agree that standard
contracts for connections are
appropriate to the distribution
system for RNG plants?

CRÉ
There is no experience in Ireland in connecting a RNG plant to either the distribution or
transmission network. At this time it is not known if the standard contract provides a
sufficient system for connection of plants. Until there is such experience, standard contracts
should be employed as regulated connection access (that is monitored) is required. Once
the first plant has been connected the standard contract should be examined and a
dedicated RNG connection contract put in place regardless of the transition of the first plant.
Enviroeye
Yes, GNI should define those areas where a RNG connection would be particularly
beneficial, such as at end of existing pipeline, supporting extension of gas supply to area
not served today. GNI should have to make access for injection available to all RNG
operators pursuant to a standard technical protocol and standard contract terms, subject to
regulated national RNG tariffs and socialized cost recovery.
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Farmgas Community Partners Ltd
Yes. We believe that standard Connection Agreements, standard connection costs and
UoS charges are essential for project promoters.
Gas Networks Ireland
Yes, but in time, as we should allow interim arrangements initially to facilitate this new
industry. Recommend a revision of the Connection Policy to give clarity and transparency
for potential sector. Not currently feasible to have a complete a robust revision.
GNI recommend interim arrangements be agreed and applied to allow the connection and
operation of a reasonable number of demonstrator sites for a specific period to better inform
considerations for a more enduring Connection Policy revision to follow. GNI would insist
on a quality control shutoff valve whereby out of tolerance gas is returned for recycling or
flare by operator if the correct standard is not reached.
GreenGas AD Plant
Potential contractual barriers to connection that have yet to be identified. However, a
regulated and controlled connection process is needed and the standard contract for
connection should be used as the initial connections contract. A RNG specific contract
should be put in place using the lessons learned from the previous connections.
With regard to the standard connection costs and Use of System (UoS) charges,
concessions should be made for RNG projects. Biomethane produced by RNG plants offers
more benefits to the grid than natural gas. Natural gas is a fossil fuel, where biomethane is
a renewable fuel. Biomethane offers security of supply and is not restricted by the supply
of imports. Security of energy supply is an important economic and strategic issue for an
island nation such as Ireland.
IrBEA
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Yes, GNI should define those areas where a RNG connection would be particularly
beneficial, such as at end of existing pipeline, supporting extension of gas supply to area
not served today. GNI should have to make access for injection available to all RNG
operators pursuant to a standard technical protocol and standard contract terms, subject to
regulated national RNG tariffs and socialized cost recovery.
PHM Project Management
Yes – as mentioned previously it may be prudent and or necessary to connect to the
distribution system, a standard contract to apply whether it be a connection to the
distribution system or the transmission network. Should a RNG producer submit a request
for connection there is an obligation on the network operator to provide a connection under
a standard contract structure and the cost of connection is not financially prohibitive or anticompetitive.
In order to provide an equitable, fair, transparent standard contract, test/trial cases carried
out on new RNG plants to establish how the potential standard contracts for connection
would function within the RNG sector.
Consideration to be given to establish whether direct connections to the distribution system
are appropriate, is it commercially viable, the distribution system does not largely provide
access to the open market. With smaller plants it may be appropriate to facilitate connection
to the distribution system, due to low volume of RNG production. In suitable locations where
there is access to both distribution system and transmission network is achievable,
connection to the distribution system is facilitated as an interim measure until production
reaches a volume that is compatible to inject RNG into the transmission network.
Plants producing Renewable RNG should be assisted as much as possible, classed as an
area for growth and concessions as an emerging sector. Policy makers need to observe
the National targets and obligation as guided by European Policy to member states. Along
with drafting a sustainable connections policy, the standards for the quality of RNG being
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injected into the gird need to be established to avoid a breach or rejection of substandard
gas. It will be necessary to establish these guidelines and again test cases/trail locations
be identified to work out the appropriate acceptable RNG quality levels and standards. We
would suggest that Gas Networks Ireland play a key role in providing the facilities and
technology in the interim period while the full connection policies and quality standards
policy are established. Both the CER and GNI need to ensure that both these policies of
connection and quality standards are competitive, fair, transparent and sustainable. The
policies from the CER and potential standard contracts need to be facilitating towards the
renewable RNG as an emerging sector, which has been identified as a sector ripe for
growth. Look at the growth in this Renewable energy RNG space and the growth
experienced by our European partners, the sustainable policies and facilitating contracts to
RNG plants for connection to the transmission networks and distribution systems.
Regulation already exists and should be amended to reflect the outcomes of the proposed
test/trail cases once the results are established. In the meantime, EU has standards that
could be used as an interim guide until a revised standard and regulation paper is drafted
and finalised by the CER.
Renetech
Yes. At any designated standard access point on either the distribution or transmission
network, it is reasonable to obligate the network operator to make regulated access services
available to all RNG operators pursuant to a standard technical protocol and standard
contract terms, subject to regulated national RNG tariffs and socialized cost recovery.
Discretionary commercial services may also be offered, customized to the requirements of
the RNG producer(s) at any designated site and offered pursuant to commercially
negotiated terms. Due to the likelihood that no more than one set of customized facilities is
likely to be developed in any one location, delivery of such services could be regulated to
ensure that transparency, non-discrimination, equal access and appropriate health and
safety measures apply equally for all RNG producers serviced at any one service facility.
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Scontar Technologies
Yes
TCBB
Yes – at any designated STANDARD ACCESS POINT on either the distribution or
transmission network, it is reasonable to obligate the network operator to make
REGULATED ACCESS SERVICES available to all RNG operators pursuant to a standard
technical protocol and standard contract terms, subject to regulated national RNG tariffs
and socialised cost recovery.
DISCRETIONARY COMMERCIAL SERVICES may also be offered, customized to the
requirements of the RNG producer(s) at any designated site and offered pursuant to
commercially negotiated terms. Due to the likelihood that no more than one set of
customised facilities is likely to be developed in any one location, delivery of such services
could be regulated to ensure that transparency, non-discrimination, equal access and
appropriate health and safety measures apply equally for all RNG producers serviced at
any one service facility.
Tictoc Platforms Ltd
Yes, GNI should have to make access for injection available to all RNG producers pursuant
to a standard technical protocol and standard contract terms, subject to regulated national
RNG tariffs and socialized cost recovery.
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Are there any other factors that
need to be considered when
connecting a RNG plant to the
network?

CRÉ
Other factors that need to consider is a timeframe. RNG plants should be afforded time and
have the ability to hold capacity on the network while in the planning process.
Enviroeye
RNG producers should be obligated to provide good faith information in respect of the design,
capacity and operational requirements when requesting connection to the grid. Some form of
financial security covering a proportion of construction costs for an initial injection point could
be sought, to guarantee the good faith undertaking of RNG plant construction, consistent with
the existing GNI code of operations. IrBEA is strongly in favour of the establishment of a
technical working group comprising representatives from different stakeholders to discuss and
evaluate policy options, operational considerations, stimulus needed, and roadblock removal,
to encourage the genuine development of this important new industry.
Farmgas Community Partners Ltd
We suggest that CER looks at best practices elsewhere in Europe on this topic e.g. the EU
Green Grass Grids Initiative.
Gas Networks Ireland
Economy of scale is important for any gas production connection. Potential sources of RNG
production are many and geographically dispersed all across the country. Business models
built around aggregation processing sites may be a more optimum approach to achieving this
economy of scale.
Renewable gas production is not only a sustainable gas source, the production volumes of any
site would likely increase over time (unlike traditional fossil fuel gas which will reduce over
time), and the connection may outlast some larger commercial connections in a distribution
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gas sector. It is practical to ensure that plans are put in place to appropriately reinforce
distribution grid sectors that have or plan to have production gas connections. This may include
the need for pressurisation/reverse flow infrastructure at the transmission system connection
for the sector.
GreenGas AD Plant
Timeline - RNG plants will require time to obtain planning permission and the necessary
consents to construct a plant. RNG plants will require the ability to reserve capacity on the gas
grid at their desired location without fear of having that capacity removed.
IrBEA
In the first three to five years, in recognition of the small volumes involved and in order to
support rapid development of this industry, standard conditions should be established for fair
and full access to the gas market and which promote rather than impede the development of
access to the grid for RNG producers. RNG producers should be obligated to provide good
faith information in respect of the design, capacity and operational requirements when
requesting connection to the grid. Some form of financial security covering a proportion of
construction costs for an initial injection point could be sought, to guarantee the good faith
undertaking of RNG plant construction, consistent with the existing GNI code of operations.
IrBEA is strongly in favour of the establishment of a technical working group comprising
representatives from different stakeholders to discuss and evaluate policy options, operational
considerations, stimulus needed, and roadblock removal, to encourage the genuine
development of this important new industry.
PHM Project Management
Consideration given to the fact that the RNG industry is in its infancy, will grow over a period
of time with the appropriate and proper supports from the policy makers. Cost of connection
needs to be favourable, the network provider is obliged to allow and facilitate access, while the
CER needs to put the policies in place to facilitate the connections in a transparent manner,
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equal treatment to requests from RNG producers, with appropriate Health and safety
guidelines to the RNG producers.
For any potential RNG plant, the cost of connection needs to be agreed and available to the
RNG producers before construction. Over time, applications for connection would provide a
detail of the capacity, design and management competencies for operating the RNG plant.
As mentioned above suitable locations with both transmission network and distribution system
would be more sustainable in the long term, the renewable RNG is an emerging sector with
significant potential and should be facilitated with access to the open market in order to explore
opportunities for the RNG product. This can only be achieved by connection to the transmission
network.
There is significant potential of a connection point to the transmission network to be utilised as
a collection point from other RNG plants/production units, such as farm based AD plants, where
presently it is capex for gas/electric grid connection is proving financially prohibitive. As a
solution to this, the production of gas on the farm can be stored, collected and brought to the
connection point and injected to the transmission network through the RNG plant facility. This
would provide the opportunities for rural communities to further income streams and jobs.
Renetech
While the grid operator should be obligated to provide network information and quotes for
regulated access services at the designated standard access point (at its cost as part of its
ongoing public service obligation) the network operator should only be obligated to undertake
any capital investment for any particular grid injection service once it has established to its
reasonable satisfaction that there is a bona fide demand, at a minimum level of RNG
production, and a reasonable likelihood that over time, that cumulative RNG delivered to the
standard access point would reach a minimum level (for example circa 2m M3 per annum =
200,000 MWh). The minimum demand, however should not be set at such a level that deters
early market entrants (for example a minimum annual delivery of 500,000 M3 of upgraded
RNG = circa 5,000 MWh).
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Given that the standard access point will likely be designed as an aggregation point to service
more than 1 RNG producer, the level of demonstrable RNG production required to initiate
construction at any 1 site may be less than the breakeven level required to cover the cost of
construction over the life of the site. There is a risk that increased RNG deliveries may not
materialise over the economic life of a standard access point. This operational risk may be
socialised across all network users, forming part of the cost base that determines annual RNG
access charges as well as Capacity and Commodity transport charges for all grid users.
Discretionary commercial services facilities however, would be constructed at the risk of the
operator, and losses arising there from could not reasonably be “socialised”.
Scontar Technologies
Initially they should not be liable for balancing charges. Renewably generated gas can fluctuate
significantly during the course of a day. This needs to be taken into account in terms of
scheduling.
TCBB
The network operator should only be obligated to undertake any capital investment for any
particular grid injection service once it has established to its reasonable satisfaction that there
is a bona fide demand, at a minimum level of RNG production, and a reasonable likelihood that
over time, that cumulative RNG delivered to the STANDARD ACCESS POINT would reach a
minimum level (for example circa 2m M3 per annum = 200,000 MWh). The minimum demand,
however should not be set at such a level that deters early market entrants (for example a
minimum annual delivery of 500,000 M3 of upgraded RNG = circa 5,000 MWh).
Given that STANDARD ACCESS POINTS will likely be designed as an aggregation point to
service more than 1 RNG producer, the level of demonstrable RNG production required to
initiate construction at any 1 site may be less than the break-even level required to cover the
cost of construction over the life of the site. There is a risk that increased RNG deliveries may
not materialise over the economic life of a STANDARD ACCESS POINT. This operational risk
may be “socialised” across all network users, forming part of the cost base that determines
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annual RNG access charges as well as Capacity and Commodity transport charges for all grid
users. DISCRETIONARY COMMERCIAL SERVICE facilities however, would be constructed
at the risk of the operator, and losses arising therefrom could not reasonably be “socialised.”
Correspondingly RNG producers should be obligated to provide good faith information in
respect of the design, capacity and operational requirements in respect of RNG plants
requesting connection to the grid. To establish the bona fides of demand for an injection
service, it is reasonable to require a bond or other form of financial security covering a
proportion of construction costs for an initial injection point, to guarantee the good faith
undertaking of RNG plant construction, consistent with the existing GNI code of operations.
CER may wish to convene a technical working party group comprising representatives from
different stakeholders to discuss and evaluate policy options and operational considerations in
respect of this consultation process.
Tictoc Platforms Ltd
In the first three to five years, in recognition of the small volumes involved and in order to
support rapid development of the industry, standard conditions should be established for fair
and full access to the gas market and which promote rather than impede the development of
access to the grid for RNG producers. RNG producers should be obligated to provide good
faith information in respect of the design, capacity and operational requirements when
requesting connection to the grid. Some form of financial security covering a proportion of
construction costs for an initial injection point could be sought, to guarantee the good faith
undertaking of RNG plant construction, consistent with the existing GNI code of operations.
IrBEA is strongly in favour of the establishment of a technical working group comprising of
representatives from different stakeholders to discuss and evaluate policy options, operational
considerations, potential stimulus packages, and roadblock removal to encourage the genuine
development of this important new industry.
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Is a centralised
model appropriate to
Ireland?

CRÉ
Yes
Enviroeye
Yes, a centralised model could work in Ireland. It may be feasible in the agricultural sector to have satellite
AD plants from which the RNG for upgrading may be transferred to a central upgrading facility using a
pipeline or mobile transporting equipment. Or the upgrading may be done at the local plant and the
compressed Biomethane transported to the central injection point.
Farmgas Community Partners Ltd
Yes. A centralized model clearly has many advantages in terms of cost, gas quality control, limiting the
number of connections to distribution system etc. A centralized injection facility where producers have their
own AD facilities and deliver the RNG to the central location is preferable in our view.
Gas Networks Ireland
Yes, GNI envisage a mix of standalone connections where economically efficient, along with aggregation
sites. Aggregation sites are designed to accept input of two different elements, including raw undigested
sludges, raw biogas, and upgraded RNG (via road haulage at 300 bar). Some individual sites will also have
sufficient capacity of their own to achieve this economy of scale, it is likely therefore that both models would
need to be accommodated, and GNI would propose a minimum projected production scale in the region of
or over 500m³/hr upgraded RNG (50GWh per annum) as an indicator of such economic scale.
GreenGas AD Plant
Yes this model could work. Through operation of our own plant we understand the challenges and
regulatory requirements of operating a RNG plant in Ireland. We feel that the CER does not at this time
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understand the challenge of operating such a large-scale centralised plant, but nonetheless, for the purpose
of this consultation this model could work.
IrBEA
Yes, a centralised model could work in Ireland. We should learn from the Swedish experience where they
achieved 8% renewable gas in the grid over a decade. The encouragement of aggregator sites where
multiple producers may combine production output to efficiently gain access to the grid and the market
should be encouraged. An example could be in the agricultural sector where satellite AD plants could
transfer RNG for upgrading to a central upgrading facility, which would also have access to the grid.
Alternatively the upgrading may be done at the local plant and the compressed Biomethane transported by
mobile tanker to the central injection point.
PHM Project Management
We are an island of 4 million plus people, it would make commercial and practicable sense to utilise a
facility of central RNG injection, as mentioned in the opening, it would provide many solutions to potential
RNG producers to be able to produce low-grade liquid gas and transport to a central injection facility, hence
making the central injection facility more sustainable.
Many rural farm based AD plants would be financially viable should a central injection facility be made
available and generating much need incomes into the rural community and creating jobs. Enhancing the
sustainability of RNG as an alternative source of fuel. RNG is much cleaner and more competitive than
natural gas, RNG production is set to grow, not deplete over time as natural gas will eventually.
Renetech
Yes – operating standard access point as an aggregator facility designed to offer regulated grid access to
multiple RNG producers, and sharing a portion of the frontend capital cost across a number of RNG
producers, will likely reduce the cost of such services, both to RNG producers and to all grid users. To
reduce the risk to the designated grid operator and optimise flexibility for the RNG producers the delivery
of such services could be broken into a menu of standardized regulated access point where cost recovery
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can reasonably be socialised vs discretionary commercial services where cost recovery attracts a
commercial risk, as more fully discussed herein.
Scontar Technologies
No. The system must be capable of supporting distributed gas generation facilities.
TCBB
Yes – operating STANDARD ACCESS POINTS as an aggregator facility designed to offer regulated grid
access to multiple RNG producers, and sharing a portion of the front-end capital cost across a number of
RNG producers, will likely reduce the cost of such services, both to RNG producers and to all grid users.
To reduce the risk to the designated grid operator and optimise flexibility for the RNG producers the delivery
of such services could be broken into a menu of standardised REGULATED ACCESS SERVICES where
cost recovery can reasonably be socialised vs DISCRETIONARY COMMERICAL SERVICES where cost
recovery attracts a commercial risk, as more fully discussed herein.
As noted above construction of aggregator sites could be subject to a demonstrable minimum level of
demand and a reasonable likelihood that over time, that cumulative RNG delivered to the STANDARD
ACCESS POINT would reach a minimum level of demand (for example circa 2m M3 per annum = 200,000
MWh). The level of minimum demand however should not be set at a level that deters early period market
entrants (for example a minimum annual delivery of 500,000 M3 of upgraded RNG = circa 5,000 MWh).
Tictoc Platforms Ltd
Yes, learn from the Swedish model where 8% renewable gas in the grid was achieved in over a decade.
Aggregator sites may work in conjunction with upgrading facilities and mobile transport.
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Who could provide such a
[Centralised] facility (Co-op,
GNI or merchant project)?

CRÉ
The centralised model could be provided by a development consortium of farmers, funders, RNG
plant operators, AD technology supplier and RNG upgrading companies.
Enviroeye
Yes, the flexibility to allow different actors to provide a centralised facility should be supported.
Farmgas Community Partners Ltd
Either GNI or the project developer with expertise and experience in RNG plant operation. Safety
and quality requirements for plant operation would need to be set by CER. GNI would need to
have the ability to control shut-off in emergency situations or when injected gas is outside agreed
contractual specifications – regardless of who operates the plant. Our preference is for the project
developer to operate the plant as we believe operation of this type of facility would not be a corebusiness for GNI.
Gas Networks Ireland
GNI along with RNG producers could provide such a facility in order to facilitate and create the
market.
GreenGas AD Plant
This facility could be provided by a private or public organisation that has a working operational
knowledge of RNG production and its inherent challenges in Ireland. We would be cautious to
permit the grid operator to operate such a facility as its role should lie in the operation of the gas
grid not in the production of RNG.
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IrBEA
Yes, the flexibility to allow different actors to provide centralised facilities should be supported.
PHM Project Management
As GNI is a regulated entity already, has the technical expertise, and by adapting existing
regulations and policies to the injection of RNG would provide a safe environment for the
transition and to providing obligatory injection into the transmission network and or the distribution
system. GNI would also monitor the standard, quality of the RNG for the end user, and injection
of odour.
Other third party facilitating RNG injection should be able to access this market to ensure
competitiveness and supply of service.
Renetech
As the sole nominated network operator GNI would be the obvious candidate to offer regulated
access services at the standard access point. Delivery of regulated services are suited to be
provided by the monopoly operator subject to socialized cost recovery via low-cost regulated
national RNG access fees and national transport fees applicable to all grid users.
Where services are customized and more discretionary in nature it is reasonable to allow third
party operators to be licensed to provide discretionary commercial services.
Allowing any licensed party to provide such services will offer flexibility in respect of chosen
supplier and available services, may allow RNG producers to leverage some of their initial capital
investment to aggregate upgrading and conditioning services to be provided to other RNG
producers and will act as a mechanism to moderate the capital cost of providing such services.
Once facilities are established however, it is unlikely that competing facilities in any one location
would be economically viable and it is reasonable to regulate licensed service providers
obligating them to comply with established health and safety criteria, offer pricing transparency
and non-discriminatory access to all RNG producers.
Tictoc Platforms Ltd
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GNI, with flexibility to allow different actors to provide centralised facilities.
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Should RNG injected into the network fully
comply with the gas quality specifications in the
Code of Operations? Are there any specific
derogations that could be applied for RNG in the
short term?

CRÉ
No. We recognise the need for a standard and that the standard should be
applied to RNG plants. However, the current standard is for natural gas
entering the network and not all of the specifications can be readily met by a
RNG plant.
Wobbe index (with addition of propane), carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulphide
(through biological desulphurisation) and water vapour requirements can be
met at a cost.
However, there is huge difficulty in meeting the oxygen and nitrogen
specifications in the current standard and as such represents a barrier to
entry for RNG plants.
The UK recently accepted a relaxation in the permitted oxygen level to 1%
and is investigating a further relaxation to 2%, a more achievable
specification. A similar approach can be taken in Ireland. The industry is in
its infancy, the first plant could be permitted to provide gas at a lower oxygen
specification and the effects monitored over time. RNG plants are not
anticipated to provide large volumes of gas to the network and the effects, if
any, should be minimal.
Enviroeye
In the initial development of grid injection some flexibility should be allowed
reflecting the low volume of biomethane and the huge dilution in the grid.
Allowance should be made for experience in the UK as mentioned earlier in
the text, specifically with respect to the derogation for oxygen level (%O2).
Consideration should also be given to the relaxation of the Wobbe Index in
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the case of the first installations which might avoid the cost of propane
addition.
Farmgas Community Partners Ltd
In general, RNG injected into the network should fully comply with gas quality
specifications but deviations within specified parameters should be allowed.
Gas Networks Ireland
Yes, as may be deemed appropriate. Akin to interim arrangements on gas
quality specification in place in the UK, GNI are open to agreeing an
appropriate interim specification if so required, subject to CER agreement.

GreenGas AD Plant
We agree that RNG for injection should meet a standard. Wobbe index (with
addition of propane), carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulphide (through biological
desulphurisation) and water vapour specifications can be met at a cost.
However, there is huge difficulty in meeting the oxygen and nitrogen
specifications in the current standard and as such represents a barrier to
entry for RNG plants.
Hydrogen Sulphide represents a greater corrosion risk to the grid system
and, as such, needs to be removed. The two primary removal methods both
require oxygen, typically from air and as a result there will be oxygen and
nitrogen present in the gas stream. Oxygen and nitrogen removal is a very
costly process, primarily due to their physical properties, and is a very
challenging standard for a RNG plant to meet. The 0.2% molar standard of
oxygen will be very difficult for a RNG plant to meet and any concession
made in this regard will be most welcome.
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The UK is investigating a change in their standard by increasing the
permitted oxygen level to 2%, a more achievable specification. A similar
approach can be taken in Ireland. The industry is in its infancy, the first plants
could be permitted to provide gas at a lower oxygen specification and the
effects monitored over time. RNG plants are not anticipated to provide large
volumes of gas to the network and the effects, if any, should be minimal.
IrBEA
In the initial development of grid injection some flexibility should be allowed
reflecting the low volume of RNG and the huge dilution in the grid. Allowance
should be made for experience in the UK as mentioned earlier in the text,
specifically with respect to the derogation for oxygen level (%O2).
Consideration should also be given to the relaxation of the Wobbe Index in
the case of the first installations which might avoid the cost of propane
addition.
PHM Project Management
It is our opinion that consideration be given to the infancy of the RNG sector,
and over a period of time to reach a target set for the acceptable standards.
The potential volumes will not serious affect or compromise the standard for
the gas in the distribution system or transmission network. The quality and
standard of RNG being produced to be monitored with a programme agreed
between the RNG producer and the network operator, for the gradual
improvement to meet an agreed minimum standard and quality. However
concessions to be provided and factored in to reflect that this is an emerging
sector with significant capital expenditure.
Renetech
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Where RNG is injected to the grid, strict quality control measures should
apply and regulations governing such activity should be developed.
RNG can vary somewhat in quality. Compliance with very low O2 thresholds
can be problematic. Ongoing activities in the UK are directed toward
evaluating the potential impact of raising the RNG O2 specification to 1% 2%, a reasonable quality threshold.
Otherwise, the standards for the injected gas for key parameters should be
the same as for injection of natural gas. As a key example, the energy content
(as measured by the Wobbe index) should always be similar independent of
what source of the gas is injected. As the energy content of RNG typically is
lower than that of natural gas, this is typically corrected by adding a few
percent of propane gas to achieve this.
Where standards are agreed in the UK or across the EU, it would be
reasonable for the
Irish standards to be consistent with those available in comparable markets,
as conditioning and processing equipment, as well as NGV’s, boilers and
other end-user equipment will eventually be adapted to the relevant gas
standards applicable to larger markets.
Scontar Technologies
No. Clarification and justification on the allowed hydrogen content is required.
TCBB
RNG (particularly from waste sources) can vary somewhat in quality.
Compliance with very low O2 thresholds can be problematic. Ongoing
activities in the UK are directed toward evaluating the potential impact of
raising the RNG O2 specification to 1% - 2%, a reasonable quality threshold.
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While RNG delivered to the grid should meet a minimum quality threshold, to
offer the (AD) RNG industry a period to standardise the RNG upgrade and
conditioning operations, during the pre-maturity development period it will be
useful to incorporate a provision in the regulations allowing for agreed
variations as contracted between a RNG producer and the network operator,
where it can be shown that the impact of any agreed variations would not
affect the overall quality of the gas within the grid and that no health and
safety considerations (or other reasonable considerations) would mitigate
against the acceptance of such variations. It would be reasonable to
introduce an overall cap on the volume of gas subject to quality variations
that would be accepted by the grid in any one period, to ensure quality.
Where RNG is delivered directly to users (i.e. ex-grid), particularly for use as
a propellant, strict quality control measures should apply and regulations
governing such activity should be developed.
Where standards are agreed in the UK or across the EU, it would be
reasonable for the Irish standards to be consistent with those available in
comparable markets, as conditioning and processing equipment, as well as
NGVs, boilers and other end-user equipment will eventually be adapted to
the relevant gas standards applicable to larger markets.

Tictoc Platforms Ltd
Initially some flexibility should be allowed reflecting the low volume of RNG
and dilution in the grid.
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Should the RNG producer be
responsible for the injection
of odourant?

CRÉ
No. The network operator provides this service for natural gas injected into the grid.
RNG plants should not have to incur the cost of this provided service.
Enviroeye
No
Farmgas Community Partners Ltd
No. Network operator should be responsible for operation of all odourisation.
Gas Networks Ireland
Yes & no. From other EU States it is apparent that the odorant injection can be incorporated as
part of the unit design which also incorporates the energy and gas quality measurement equipment
as well as flow measurement for metering, shutoff valve control, and pressurisation for grid
equipment.
GreenGas AD Plant
No. The network operator provides this service for natural gas injected into the grid. RNG plants
should not have to incur the cost of this provided service.
IrBEA
No
PHM Project Management
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Yes, unless it is more cost effective for the network operator to do so under the terms and
conditions of a standard contract, or a requirement under health and safety guidelines, where the
RNG is being injected directly into the gas grid.
Renetech
No, the network operator currently provides odourisation in respect of natural gas injected into the
grid with related cost included as part of the transport charges. RNG producers should not be put
at a disadvantage in respect of having to incur incremental cost of providing this service.

TCBB
No, the network operator currently provides odourisation in respect of natural gas injected into the
grid with related cost included as part of the transport charges. RNG producers should not be put
at a disadvantage in respect of having to incur incremental cost of providing this service.
(Note: in a variety of circumstances RNG producers may deliver gas directly to end-users, and
accordingly will be responsible for injecting odourant into gas deliveries. If necessary CER may
wish to clarify regulations governing this circumstance)
Tictoc Platforms Ltd
No
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Should GNI be responsible for
the operation of all odourisation?

CRÉ
Yes. GNI should be obligated to odourise all gas from RNG plants in compliance with healthy
and safety specifications. RNG plants should not incur the cost of this service.
Enviroeye
Yes
GreenGas AD Plant
It should be noted that in Germany the grid operator has to adjust the gas quality to be injected
(Wobbe-Index, pressure, odourisation). GNI should be responsible for the odourisation of all
biomethane entering the grid.
IrBEA
Yes
PHM Project Management
No - GNI should only be responsible for the monitoring of the quality and standard of the RNG
being injected into the gas grid.
Renetech
Yes – as part of its regulated access services GNI should be obligated to inject odourant into
gas deliveries in compliance with gas quality/health & safety specifications.
Technology Centre for Biorefining and Bioenergy (TCBB)
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Yes – as part of its REGULATED ACCESS SERVICES GNI should be obligated to inject
odourant into gas deliveries in compliance with gas quality/health & safety specifications.
Tictoc Platforms Ltd
Yes
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Should GNI control the shut-off
valve for all RNG facilities? Is
there any reason this should not
be so?

CRÉ
Yes. While we understand the need to protect the network, the grid operator should only seek
to shut off the RNG facility in exceptional circumstances. Priority dispatch should be awarded
to all RNG plants.
In circumstances where RNG plants cannot export to the grid due to a shut off valve closure,
compensation should be provided to plants in the event that they are required to flare their
gas. The economics of RNG plants are heavily dependent on the ability to export their energy
and every opportunity should be provided to plants to ensure that they can export their energy.
Enviroeye
Yes, GNI should control the shut-off valve, No reason to do otherwise.
Farmgas Community Partners Ltd
Yes. GNI would need to have the ability to control shut-off in emergency situations or when
injected gas is outside agreed specifications.
Gas Networks Ireland
Yes
GreenGas AD Plant
Yes, we recognise that to operate the gas network safely GNI will require control of the shutoff valve. It should be noted that the economics of a RNG plant are highly dependent on the
ability to export energy.
During a shutoff, should the plant reach their maximum storage capacity and not be permitted
to export to the grid, the plant will be forced to flare the gas. This is of no benefit to the plant
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or to the network. While we understand the need to protect the network, the grid operator
should only seek to shut off the RNG facility in exceptional circumstances. Priority dispatch
should be awarded to all RNG plants and compensation provided to plants in the event that
they are required to flare gas. Regulation is needed for this matter.
IrBEA
Yes, GNI should control the shut-off valve, No reason to do otherwise.

PHM Project Management
Yes – however as with standard practice by utility companies in the event of scheduled
maintenance or shut off that a notification period is implemented, where practicable an
alternative provided for the continued injection of the RNG into the gas grid at an alternative
location. The safety procedures need to provide for the priority and uninterrupted access of
RNG into the gas grid network.
Is there any reason not to do this? Where GNI is not the network operator facilitating the
injection point.
Renetech
Yes - While safety procedures need to be designed in such a way to support continued
acceptance of RNG deliveries, for quality control purposes, or in emergency or planned
maintenance circumstances GNI should have the power and authority to suspend acceptance
of RNG at the standard access point (the point of injection into the grid).
Scontar Technologies
Yes
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Technology Centre for Biorefining and Bioenergy (TCBB)
Yes - while safety procedures need to be designed in such a way to support continued
acceptance of RNG deliveries, for quality control purposes, or in emergency or planned
maintenance circumstances GNI should have the power and authority to suspend acceptance
of RNG at STANDARD ACCESS POINTS (the point of injection into the grid). It will be useful
to define (generically) the circumstances in which such shutdowns are acceptable, and such
authority should be coupled with an obligation to notify producers (and where such activities
are planned to provide a reasonable period of advance notice) and use reasonable efforts
(where possible) to arrange alternative points for grid injection.
Tictoc Platforms Ltd
Yes
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How best should GNI ensure
that gas that is of the correct
specifications?

CRÉ
GNI should ensure gas is of the correct standard by consulting the stakeholders to develop a
standard for RNG. Then the gas should be measured to the standard prior to the input point of
the network. In the UK the Gas Network and prospective plant operators are obligated to jointly
undertake site specific risk assessments and a HAZOP and implement the outcome to ensure
the gas output specification is met on a continuous basis. Continuous monitoring of the output
gas is undertaken to ensure compliance.
Enviroeye
GNI can ensure gas is of the correct specification by owning the meter, valve, propane addition
equipment and compression equipment.
Farmgas Community Partners Ltd
Through real-time monitoring of gas quality and control systems in place to shut-off injection if
quality does not meet contractual specifications.
GreenGas AD Plant
This is best achieved with measurement equipment based at the input point of the network.
IrBEA
GNI can ensure gas is of the correct specification by owning the meter, valve, propane addition
equipment and compression equipment.
PHM Project Management
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The network operator GNI presently has regulation and guidelines in monitoring and measuring
the quality of gas and is best placed to put forward recommendations for the quality control of the
RNG at the injection point.

Renetech
A quality testing system installed just prior to the point of grid injection, with an appropriate cutout mechanism for non-qualifying gas, would ensure gas entering the grid meets an agreed
quality specification. To ensure testing is undertaken in a cost effective manner experience at
demonstration projects in the UK may offer some reference information.

Scontar Technologies
Chromatographs installed and monitored by GNI.
Technology Centre for Biorefining and Bioenergy (TCBB)
A quality testing system installed just prior to the point of grid injection, with an appropriate cutout mechanism for non-qualifying gas, would ensure gas entering the grid meets an agreed
quality specification. To ensure testing is undertaken in a cost-effective manner experience at
demonstration projects in the UK may offer some reference information.
Tictoc Platforms Ltd
By owning the meter, valve, propane addition equipment and compression equipment.
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Should GNI have responsibility for metering
quantities of injected gas and will applying
the calorific value to calculate the energy
value of the injected gas post-blending.

Enviroeye
Yes, to ensure accuracy, independence and transparency.
Farmgas Community Partners Ltd
Metering should be jointly managed by project operator and GNI. A third party
would be required to periodically audit and verify meter accuracy.
Gas Networks Ireland
Yes
GreenGas AD Plant
Yes the grid operator should have responsibility for metering the quantity and
applying the calorific value to the calculated energy value. RNG plant operators
should have access to these meters and be provided with the calculation to
determine the energy value of their gas. RNG operators will require access to
this information in real time to monitor any process anomalies.
IrBEA
Yes, to ensure accuracy, independence and transparency.
PHM Project Management
Yes – as the network operator GNI should be responsible for the gas balancing
calculations, metering of the RNG being injected, establishing the calorific values,
and volumes of RNG being transported through the network from any one RNG
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producer. The outputs from a test/trail site would assist greatly on establishing
relevant parameters and guidelines to the industry.
Also, GNI or any other network operator should be obliged on the request of a
RNG producer to accept the delivery and obliged to transport the RNG once
requested to do so by the RNG operator.
The network operator should be required to provide the injection and metering
facilities and not at the cost of the AD Plant or RNG producers.
Renetech
Yes – as nominated operator of the grid accounting and gas balancing
calculations
GNI would be the obvious candidate to undertake the calculation of the energy
value and metering of volumes of transported RNG, including reporting, in
accordance with the code of practice governing its regulated access service.
Scontar Technologies
Yes
Technology Centre for Biorefining and Bioenergy (TCBB)
Yes – as nominated operator of the grid accounting and gas balancing
calculations GNI would be the obvious candidate to undertake the calculation of
the energy value and metering of volumes of transported RNG, including
reporting, in accordance with the code of practice governing its REGULATED
ACCESS SERVICE.
Where licensed parties offer DISCRETIONARY COMMERCIAL SERVICES
metering and reporting of relevant gas flows will have to form part of the
commercial contract (as the appropriate basis for commercial charges for
services may vary by type of service). Metering and reporting should in all cases
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be undertaken on an open and transparent basis offering a means for the RNG
producer to verify the charging mechanism.
New off-take infrastructure will be required to service a gaseous transport fuel
industry which is likely to require separate metering for off-takes of gaseous
propellants. Correspondingly regulations may need to be adapted to govern
health, safety and other operational parameters relating to gas delivery, storage
and dispensing when gaseous fuels are used as a transport fuel.

Tictoc Platforms Ltd
Yes to ensure accuracy, independence and transparency.
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What information should be provided to CRÉ
the RNG producer or shipper? And what
timeframe would be appropriate for the Yes information should be provided to the RNG producer or shipper in real time. This
information transfer?
information can be useful to aid in the performance and production of biomethane.
Enviroeye
Information should be provided to the producer on a real-time basis, including flow,
gas quality, and calorific value.
Farmgas Community Partners Ltd
The same information should be available to both parties in real time.
Gas Networks Ireland
Daily allocations at a minimum. Daily energy value determination should be available
to the Shipper and producer on a similar basis also to assist settlement of transactions.
GreenGas AD Plant
The RNG producer/shipper should be provided with this information in real time. This
can be useful information to the RNG plant to aid in identifying any potential issues
with the production of biomethane.
IrBEA
Information should be provided to the producer on a real-time basis, including flow,
gas quality, and calorific value.
PHM Project Management
The meter readings of the qualities, calorific value, etc., to be made available to the
RNG producer and shipper/network operator simultaneously on a daily basis by the
monitoring system.
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Renetech
Ideally real-time reporting of volumes/calorific values entering the grid at the standard
access point would be available to RNG producers. Where such sites are aggregator
sites serving multiple parties, a system to ensure accurate allocation of volumes and
calorific values between participating parties will be required. In respect of off-takes,
for ease of grid operation it would be reasonable that reporting of RNG
volumes/calorific values would follow current network operator reporting conventions.
Where licensed parties offer discretionary commercial services, the metering and
reporting obligations should form part of the commercial terms and conditions, subject
to minimum obligatory requirements.
At a minimum such facilities should provide for accurate measurement of services
provided, allocation of volumes and calorific values between participating parties with
reporting available, at a minimum, on a monthly basis.
Scontar Technologies
Calorific value and volume flow at normal conditions & Real-time information.
Technology Centre for Biorefining and Bioenergy (TCBB)
Ideally real-time reporting of volumes/calorific values entering the grid at the
STANDARD ACCESS POINT would be available to RNG producers. Where such sites
are aggregator sites serving multiple parties, a system to ensure accurate allocation
of volumes and calorific values between participating parties will be required. In
respect of off-takes, for ease of grid operation it would be reasonable that reporting of
RNG volumes/calorific values would follow current network operator reporting
conventions.
Where licensed parties offer DISCRETIONARY COMMERCIAL SERVICES, the
metering and reporting obligations should form part of the commercial terms and
conditions, subject to minimum obligatory requirements. At a minimum such facilities
should provide for accurate measurement of services provided, allocation of volumes
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and calorific values between participating parties with reporting available, at a
minimum, on a monthly basis.
Introduction of renewable heat incentives, excise tax derogation and other market
supports may require adaptation of regulations governing denomination and tracking
of RNG flowing thru the gas entry and off-take metering system to facilitate compliance
with reporting or verification requirements. Excise taxation and market supports
generally become payable when renewable fuels are placed “on the market.”
Regulations governing the accounting for RNG should be consistent with the
underlying policy, denoting when gas transported via the grid is placed “on the market”
(i.e. presumably at the point of off-take so that excise taxation or market supports are
directly related to the metered usage of the gas for the relevant purpose). Adaptation
of regulations may be required in respect of allocating imbalances arising between
RNG and non-RNG fuels as well as between RNG transport fuels vs RNG nontransport fuels. Any such regulations should be designed to account for RNG delivered
via the grid vs RNG delivered directly (ex-grid) as well as taking account of any RNG
entering the grid from cross border sources via the interconnector.
Tictoc Platforms Ltd
Real-time information including flow, gas quality and calorific value.
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Should RNG producers have the CRÉ
option of building and operating
the pipeline connecting to the GNI Yes RNG producers should have the option of building and operating the pipeline contacting
system?
to the GNI system. GNI is the network operator. The most cost effective option, that meets
health and safety standards, should be utilised. The use of third party firms by GNI for the
construction and connection will only add more cost to grid connection.
It should be noted that in Germany priority connection, for connections less than 10km, to the
gas network is granted to biomethane plants. The gas grid operator has to finance 75% of
the gas grid connection costs.
Enviroeye
Yes
Farmgas Community Partners Ltd
Yes. A strict qualification process would need to be in place and safety permits issued by
CER or appropriate statutory safety body.
Gas Networks Ireland
National Legislation does not prohibit other parties from owning and operating such
infrastructure. Such infrastructure would be required to comply with appropriate standards
and regulation of the CER this may include obligations for transparency and regulation of
other third party access.
At a minimum, the obligations of condition 5 of the TSO Licence specifically provides that GNI
shall not connect the Transportation System to any End user’s facility until it is satisfied as to
the standard of the gas fitting and associated equipment used in any premises or in
connection with any such premises.
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That said, GNI believe that GNI should continue to be the default operator and owner of
pipelines, given long history of delivering such a service to Irish Customers.
GreenGas AD Plant
GNI is the network operator and its responsibility should lie with the operation of the pipeline.
Should GNI be responsible for the construction of the pipeline there will be an associated
cost. The physical construction of the pipeline will, most likely, be by a third party, who in turn
will add their cost. The most cost effective option is the most favourable option. Provided that
all health and safety standards have been met and the pipeline is constructed to a standard
that GNI finds acceptable, then there is no reason why a RNG plant cannot construct its own
pipeline. Again, we note that in Germany the grid operator finances 75% of the connection
costs. If there is no finance provided by the grid operator then a newly constructed pipeline
should remain under the ownership of the RNG plant.
Should GNI be given responsibility for construction of the pipeline then a standard connection
charter should be put in place, providing a timeframe for connection, for example 90 days.
The economics of the plant heavily depend on the ability to export energy and are dependent
on connection times. Should the connection take longer than 90 days, compensation should
be provided to the plant at its rated output. In Germany, a RNG plant that is not connected to
the electricity grid within 30 days is awarded compensation, at its connection capacity.
IrBEA
Yes
Irish Water
Irish Water’s submission stated that they were not at present in a position to comment on the
specific questions raised in the consultation paper but that they would like a regime that would
provide flexibility in the future for the direct injection of RNG to the natural gas grid or delivery
of raw RNG to a centralised gas injection facility for processing.
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PHM Project Management
Yes – as with present arrangements by way of Trenching Agreements the RNG producer can
use an approved sub-contractor to build the pipeline connecting to the GNI, where GNI
inspect the works and approve the pipeline on completion of the installation connecting the
AD plant to the GNI system. In line with current practices and operation, the pipeline to be
constructed in accordance with specified standards and under licence, in the interest of public
health and safety.
Renetech
Yes – while GNI is the nominated network operator tasked with the sole responsibility for
operation of the national gas grid, flexibility, cost control and economic viability will be
enhanced if third party operators can be licensed to operate ancillary RNG collection networks
and conditioning/upgrading facilities (i.e. discretionary commercial services). Operation of
any such facilities, for health and safety reasons, should be constructed and operated in
accordance with specified standards and license conditions. To ensure openness,
transparency and fairness amongst users, delivery of such services may require a degree of
regulation and it would be reasonable that CER would publish a definition of a demarcation
point to define circumstances/facilities that can be constructed and operated by licensed third
party operators vs those that may only be operated by GNI.
Scontar Technologies
Yes
Technology Centre for Biorefining and Bioenergy (TCBB)
Yes – while GNI is the nominated network operator tasked with the sole responsibility for
operation of the national gas grid, flexibility, cost control and economic viability will be
enhanced if third party operators can be licensed to operate ancillary RNG collection networks
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and conditioning/upgrading facilities (i.e. DISCRETIONARY COMMERCIAL SERVICES).
Operation of any such facilities, for health and safety reasons, should be constructed and
operated in accordance with specified standards and license conditions. To ensure
openness, transparency and fairness amongst users, delivery of such services may require
a degree of regulation and it would be reasonable that CER would publish a definition of a
demarcation point to define circumstances/facilities that can be constructed and operated by
licensed third party operators vs those that may only be operated by GNI.
Tictoc Platforms Ltd
Yes
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Should GNI be the sole operator of CRÉ
the connecting pipelines from the
RNG facility to the connecting point No, as per previous [comments in Section 3.5.1].
on the gas network?
Enviroeye
No, flexibility to allow commercial service providers to operate the connecting pipelines
should be allowed, subject to consistent standards and protocols.
Farmgas Community Partners Ltd
No. GNI should operate downstream of the custody-transfer point e.g. metering facility.
Gas Networks Ireland
Refer to previous comments [in 3.5.1].
GreenGas AD Plant
No. Competition for connection will aid in keeping connection prices low
IrBEA
No, flexibility to allow commercial service providers to operate the connecting pipelines
should be allowed, subject to national standards and protocols.
PHM Project Management
No – as mentioned above, for competitiveness to ensure the construction and installation
of the connection pipelines is as cost effective as possible, GNI to have oversight of
licenced third party contractors. Current third party operators/contractors have excellent
health and safety track record in the construction and installation of new gas pipelines for
connection on off take contracts.
Renetech
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No – as per comments above while GNI, as the nominated grid operator would be the
obvious party obligated to deliver regulated access service at the standard access point,
any licensed operator should be able to offer discretionary commercial services including
construction of local RNG collection networks (pursuant to relevant regulations) with
access to facilities offered in an open and transparent manner pursuant to commercially
negotiated terms.
Technology Centre for Biorefining and Bioenergy (TCBB)
No, as per comments above while GNI, as the nominated grid operator would be the
obvious party obligated to deliver REGULATED ACCESS SERVICES at the STANDARD
ACCESS POINT, any licensed operator should be able to offer DISCRETIONARY
COMMERCIAL SERVICES including construction of local RNG collection networks
(pursuant to relevant regulations) with access to facilities offered in an open and
transparent manner pursuant to commercially negotiated terms.
Ticto Platforms Ltd
No, flexibility to allow commercial service providers to operate the connecting pipelines
should be allowed, subject to national standards and protocols.
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Should a RNG facility that injects CRÉ
gas solely for use at an off-site
facility be exempt from having a Yes, the CER have highlighted that the code of operations can be onerous for a small
Shippers Licence?
producer. To aid with the integration of renewable gas onto the grid RNG plants will need
every opportunity to focus on production rather than regulation. An exemption would be
welcomed.
Enviroeye
Yes, the cost of such a licence could be disproportionate. A nominated special agent could
be designated to act on behalf of a number of small producers.
Farmgas Community Partners Ltd
No. A Shippers license should be required. We believe that license process should be
simplified for RNG facilities which inject gas for use at an off-site facility and less onerous
conditions applied compared with standard Shipper and Supplier Licenses.
Gas Networks Ireland
No, GNI envisage that grid connected sites would wish to avail of the benefits of market
access. A single RNG facility is also unlikely to be able to align its production output to the
exact consumer demand at a separate gas exit point without impacting gas market allocation
and balancing rules.
GreenGas AD Plant
Yes, the CER have highlighted that the Code of Operations can be onerous for a small
producer.
The
other option mentioned by the CER to avoid a Shipper Licence would be to sell gas to an
existing shipper. This would greatly limit the options open to a RNG plant to sell gas. To aid
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with the integration of renewable gas onto the grid, RNG plants will need every opportunity
open to them to sell their gas. Our preference is for an exemption.
IrBEA
No. While the cost of such a licence could be disproportionate if based on current norms
reflecting the small number of very large fossil gas sources, it is very important to ensure
that once access is granted to the grid that that permission allows the producer to have open
access to the full gas market. Producers should have the option to make co-operative
arrangements whereby a nominated special agent could be designated to act on behalf of
a number of small producers.
PHM Project Management
No – for the purpose of standard practices on issuing a standard contract for each and every
RNG producer to implement consistency across the board on operating, health and safety,
metering, measuring quality, reporting, accounting cost of connections etc.
Renetech
While some of the shipper license terms and conditions may be onerous for small single
purpose RNG producers, other regulations governing aspects of grid operations gas quality
specifications, health and safety regulations, accounting and reporting, gas balancing and
shrinkage etc. form part of license obligations that will impact all parties supplying gas via
the grid. All operators would be reasonably expected to comply with such conditions. To
achieve a balance between onerous regulation and necessary quality and operational
control a limited-activity license might be devised for such purposes.
While producers may be able to access RNG transport via the grid it may be very difficult
for small inexperienced producers to market their RNG to end-users without the assistance
of an experienced shipper. To assist producers in accessing market outlets for RNG it would
be reasonable for CER to authorize a process whereby shippers would tender to act as the
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default shipper for RNG producers (on a nonprescriptive basis such that RNG producers
would not be obligated to use the services but could be guaranteed that at least one shipper
would act on their behalf with services charged at an established margin subject to open
and transparent terms).
Scontar Technologies
Yes
Technology Centre for Biorefining and Bioenergy (TCBB)
While some of the shipper licence terms and conditions may be onerous for small singlepurpose biogas producers, other regulations governing technical aspects of grid operations
and capacity management will impact all parties supplying gas via the grid. All operators
would be reasonably expected to comply with such conditions. To achieve a balance
between onerous regulation and necessary quality and operational control a limited-activity
licence might be devised for such purposes (i.e. “Shipper-Lite”)
While producers may be able to access biogas transport via the grid it may be very difficult
for small inexperienced producers to market their biogas to end-users without the assistance
of an experienced shipper. To assist producers in accessing market outlets for biogas it
would be reasonable for the CER to authorise a process whereby shippers would tender to
act as the default shipper for RNG producers (on a nonprescriptive basis such that RNG
producers would not be obligated to use the services but could be guaranteed that at least
one shipper would act on their behalf with services charged at an established margin subject
to open and transparent terms).
Ticto Platforms Ltd
No, while the cost of such a licence could be disproportionate if based on current norms
reflecting the small number of very large fossil gas sources, it is important to ensure that
once access to the grid is granted that the permission allows the producer to have open
access to the full gas market. Co-op arrangements should have the option to make
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arrangements a nominated agent could be designated to act on behalf of a number of
small producers.
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Should GNI purchase
RNG for use as
shrinkage gas?

CRÉ
Yes, provided a suitable support mechanism is put in place for the purchase of the gas.
Enviroeye
Yes. In order to stimulate development of a viable RNG market it would be reasonable for CER to direct
GNI to undertake the annual tender for supply of shrinkage gas obligating tendering parties to use best
efforts to source RNG for this purpose. To ensure a viable market support price for RNG CER could
stipulate that tenders for shrinkage gas should reflect a floor price, reflecting the minimum price level
necessary to sustain a viable RNG industry. CER should ensure that regulations governing the shrinkage
gas tendering process mandate transparency and avoid any perceptions of preferential treatment.
Farmgas Community Partners Ltd
No particular views.
Gas Networks Ireland
Yes, as a possible interim measure during the early growth of this sector. GNI can accept a requirement
to purchase RNG injected onto the grid for use as shrinkage gas, subject to agreement with CER. Such
an option may only apply for the initial phase of market introduction and growth.
GreenGas AD Plant
All options open to RNG plants to sell gas is most welcome and we would support the purchase of RNG
for use as shrinkage gas.
IrBEA
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Yes. In order to stimulate development of a viable RNG market it would be reasonable for CER to direct
GNI to undertake the annual tender for supply of shrinkage gas obligating tendering parties to use best
efforts to source RNG for this purpose. In the interests of establishing the use of RNG in transport IrBEA
recommends that CER should negotiate with the producers as a way to incentivise this critical
development so as to enhance the likelihood of achieving the mandated RES-T goal. To ensure a viable
market support price for RNG CER could stipulate that tenders for shrinkage gas should reflect a floor
price, reflecting the minimum price level necessary to sustain a viable RNG industry, in particular
biomethane for vehicle use. CER should ensure that regulations governing the shrinkage gas tendering
process mandate transparency and avoid any perceptions of preferential treatment.
PHM Project Management
Yes – GNI should be able to purchase RNG to use as shrinkage gas by agreement with the RNG
producer. The network operator may decide to purchase RNG for shrinkage at the initial stages or period
of transition while the volumes of RNG relatively small in relation to the overall volumes are being
transported through the transmission network.
Renetech
Yes – As a valuable support mechanism to stimulate development of a viable RNG market outlet it would
be reasonable for CER to direct GNI to undertake the annual tender for supply of shrinkage gas obligating
tendering parties to use best efforts to source RNG for this purpose.
To ensure a viable market support price for RNG CER could stipulate that tenders for shrinkage gas
should reflect a “Minimum Regulated Price of RNG Shrinkage Gas” (for example €0.80 per M3) plus any
margin offered by the tendering party.
Scontar Technologies
Yes
Technology Centre for Biorefining and Bioenergy (TCBB)
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Yes – as a valuable support mechanism to stimulate development of a viable RNG market outlet it would
be reasonable for CER to direct GNI to undertake the annual tender for supply of shrinkage gas obligating
tendering parties to use best efforts to source RNG for this purpose.
To ensure a viable market support price for RNG CER could stipulate that tenders for shrinkage gas
should reflect a “Minimum Regulated Price of RNG Shrinkage Gas” (for example €0.80 per M3) plus any
margin offered by the tendering party.
Given that Irish Water, a subsidiary of Ervia will likely be a large producer of RNG, CER may wish to
ensure regulations governing the shrinkage gas tendering process is undertaken transparently avoiding
any perceptions of preferential treatment.
Ticto Platforms Ltd
Yes, in order to stimulate the development of the RNG market. Ticto recommend that GNI undertake a
tender for the supply of shrinkage gas. Shrinkage gas should have a floor price.
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Should the existing Connections Policy cost- CRÉ
recovery framework (upfront in full; upfront
sum and recovery over the lifetime of the Biomethane allows for decarbonisation of the grid, is from renewable sources and
connection) be used for RNG plants?
improves security of supply. Natural Gas is a fossil fuel and a finite resource. The
current connections policy is and will continue to be focused on Natural Gas. Grid
capacity issues will be caused by demand in natural gas rather than RNG. As
such, a connections policy that is favourable to RNG should be employed, with a
minimal or zero cost recovery framework.
Enviroeye
Upfront sum plus recovery over lifetime of connection.
Farmgas Community Partners Ltd
No. In our view this policy is not appropriate for small projects.
Gas Networks Ireland
Economic test should apply but existing policy models are not appropriate for this
sector. GNI would welcome an increased diversity in gas supplies onto the gas
network and therefore would support the development of appropriate connection
arrangements that may enhance the viability of bio-methane injection projects.
GreenGas AD Plant
A connections policy that is favourable to RNG connections should be employed.
The current connections policy is, and will continue to be, focused on Natural Gas.
Grid capacity issues will be caused by demand in natural gas rather than RNG.
As such, a connections policy that is favourable to RNG should be employed, with
a minimal or zero cost recovery framework. Policy exists in Germany that
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promotes the grid operator to pay for 75% of the cost of connection. We would
like to see a similar mechanism in Ireland for RNG projects.
IrBEA
Upfront sum plus recovery over lifetime of connection.
PHM Project Management
No – the current Connection Policy is not relevant or appropriate. As referred to
in the renewable Energy Directive recital 41 – a “renewable sector gas producer”
as a new class of customer type. Without the benefit of a test/trial site
(demonstrator facility) to establish and draw from the findings and outcome of the
test site it will be difficult to draft a fair and robust Connection Policy for the
injection of RNG into the transmission network. An interim arrangement be agreed
between the network operator- GNI and the RNG producer to facilitate the
connection with a view of amending accordingly after proper process and the
finding from the benefit of a demonstrator facility is known and consideration of
the uniqueness of the renewable sector gas producer.
As the renewable sector gas producer is a unique concept, it is like to grow and
expand as a sustainable source of energy, unlike fossil natural gas sources which
run out and are not sustainable, hence the need to have a relevant new
Connection Policy to be drafted over time.
Economic viability and being able to attract investment for the significant capital
expenditure required getting the RNG production to any commercial scale, the
Connection Policy needs to be very aware of the sensitivity of the viability of such
RNG production facilities, and front end loading for connection costs would be
detrimental to the RNG sector.
Renetech
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No - the (AD) RNG industry will require modifications to the existing Connections
Policy to take account of the different types of assets deployed, different types of
services offered and the economic considerations relevant to the industry. Given
the current market pricing of natural gas relative to RNG, grid capacity issues will
continue to be driven by the demand for natural gas rather than demand for RNG
production. In terms of connection charges RNG producers are more akin to small
or intermediate volume users connected to the distribution grid rather than large
capacity users.
Scontar Technologies
Yes
Technology Centre for Biorefining and Bioenergy (TCBB)
No - the (AD) RNG industry will require modifications to the existing Connections
Policy to take account of the different types of assets deployed, different types of
services offered and the economic considerations relevant to the industry. Given
the current market pricing of natural gas relative to RNG, grid capacity issues will
continue to be driven by the demand for natural gas rather than demand for RNG
production. In terms of connection charges RNG producers are more akin to small
or intermediate volume users connected to the distribution grid rather than large
capacity users.
Successful development of the (AD) RNG industry will be very capital intensive
and economic viability will be sensitive to front-end loading of capital costs,
especially for the first RNG producer connecting to a REGULATED ACCESS
SERVICE. Additionally STANDARD ACCCESS POINTS will likely be designed
as aggregator sites even though initial RNG production at any one injection point
is likely to be relatively small, developing over time as more producers come on
line. Assets will have to be sized for projected usage. The early market entrants
using regulated services should not reasonably be expected to bear a
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disproportionate burden of the connection costs, even if there is an element of
risk, especially in the pre-maturity development period that the number of
projected users of services at any 1 access point will not materialise. While the
risk profile of investment in grid injection assets is different across specific assets,
a standard technical specification could reflect a modular design, allowing
sizeable portion of assets to be re-deployed in the event of non-performance by
RNG producers, mitigating risk of loss.
It is reasonable to regulate connection costs for REGULATED ACCESS
SERVICES at STANDARD ACCESS POINTS as such services are only offered
by the designated network operator. As the network of standard access points
form part of a beneficial national distribution infrastructure, cost of connecting to
a REGULATED ACCESS SERVICE at a STANDARD ACCESS POINT could
reasonably attract a standard regulated one-time national connection fee (for
example not to exceed €75k) for each RNG producer, irrespective of access point.
Recovery of the balance of capital costs could be socialised, recovered via
standard national RNG access fees and standard transport charges applicable to
all grid users.
Regulation of connection costs for DISCRETIONARY COMMERCIAL SERVICES
offered by any licensed party is more suited to negotiation between the service
providers and the users as part of the commercial terms
Tictoc Platforms Ltd
Upfront sum plus recovery over the lifetime of the connection.
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What lifetime is
appropriate in the case
of a RNG facility?

CRÉ
The appropriate lifetime of a RNG plant is 20-25 years.
Enviroeye
15 years.
Farmgas Community Partners Ltd
We believe that a life-time of 10 to 15 years would be appropriate.
GreenGas AD Plant
It should be based on the lifetime of the incentive. For example Refit is 15 years, so the lifetime is 15
years. In the UK the incentive is 20 years so the lifetime is classified as 20 years. Should an incentive
be provided for 20 years the economic life of the RNG plant would be 20 years.
IrBEA
20 years.
PHM Project Management
We would suggest an appropriate lifetime of a RNG facility to be between 15 and 20 years, as there
are variations in the services to be taken into consideration.
Renetech
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The economic lifetime of a RNG facility would vary by type of facility but generally much longer than
the indicated 10 year life (components with moving parts might be subject to a 10 year life but such
components only form a small proportion of the facilities):
 AD PRODUCTION FACILITY – comprised mostly of tanks and pipes with minimum 20 year
economic life;
 STANDARD ACCESS POINT facilities – comprised of compressors, valves, pipes, small
storage facilities, gas testing units, odour injection etc. - average15 year economic life;
 DISCRETIONARY COMMERCIAL SERVICE facilities – comprised of scrubbing and
membrane systems, storage facilities, propane injection, piping and valves, analytic devices
etc.– average 15 year economic life; and
 RNG COLLECTION NETWORK facilities – minimum economic life of 20 years.

Scontar Technologies
20 years.
Technology Centre for Biorefining and Bioenergy (TCBB)
The economic lifetime of a RNG facility would vary by type of facility but generally much longer than
the indicated 10 year life (components with moving parts might be subject to a 10 year life but such
components only form a small proportion of the facilities):
 AD PRODUCTION FACILITY – comprised mostly of tanks and pipes with minimum 20-year
economic life;
 STANDARD ACCESS POINT facilities – comprised of compressors, valves, pipes, small
storage facilities, gas testing units, odour injection etc. - average15-year economic life;
 DISCRETIONARY COMMERCIAL SERVICE facilities – comprised of scrubbing and
membrane systems, storage facilities, propane injection, piping and valves, analytic devices
etc. – average 15-year economic life; and
 RNG COLLECTION NETWORK facilities– minimum economic life of 20 years.
Ticto Platforms Ltd
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20 years.
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Is it appropriate to use an
economic test for RNG
connections?

CRÉ
No, this method does not promote fairness and will discriminate against RNG plants located in
unfavourable geographical locations. Each RNG plant will have different economic conditions. A
preferred approach is to have a single national standard connection cost that is not dependent on
geographical location.
Enviroeye
No, difficult to get agreement, and will introduce unnecessary delays.
A 15-20 year life span is typically the design lifespan of an Anaerobic Digestion facility.

Farmgas Community Partners Ltd
No. Application of an economic test would probably result in significant variations in connection fees
depending on geographic locations, injection volumes, and various other factors. This would create
uncertainty for project developers. Costs for connection should be standardized as much as possible.
Cost transparency is also important.
Gas Networks Ireland
GNI recommend that an economic test should apply, but the test should be appropriate to this new
renewable energy sector, taking into account the recovery of capital and predicted/informed operating
costs. This is currently not practical without the experience of connecting and operating such facilities.
GreenGas AD Plant
No, this method does not promote fairness and will discriminate against RNG plants located in
unfavourable geographical locations. Each RNG plant will have different economic conditions. A
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preferred approach is to have a single national standard connection cost that is not dependent on
geographical location.
IrBEA
No, difficult to get agreement, and will introduce unnecessary delays. A 20 year life span is typically
the design lifespan of an Anaerobic Digestion facility. The gas pipeline, and related connecting
equipment is usually expected to have a life expectancy considerably in excess of 20 years.

PHM Project Management
In the case of a central injection facility, where the RNG producers within a regional area would
transport the RNG to the central location for upgrading and injection into the network. This central
facility would justify the capital cost in 1 location, especially in the initial stages of the development of
the RNG sector and mitigate the risks associated with the capital costs of connections in multiple
locations. It would be financially prudent to have a number of central injection points, in conjunction
with a consultation process on central injection sites identified with the network operator GNI.
A National Strategic Plan for the roll out of RNG production and targets for the production of RNG.
We would be promoting Charleville, Co. Cork as a suitable site and central location for such a
Demonstrator/Aggregator for RNG injection.
Renetech
No - To provide certainty and ensure fairness, non-discriminatory open access to all RNG producers
irrespective of geographic location, costs for connection to regulated services should be standardized,
subject to a single regulated national connection charge. Applying an economic test for connection to
regulated access services at standard access points would result in connection fees varying based
solely on the geographic location of a RNG producer, a circumstance to be avoided in order to promote
national market development.
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Scontar Technologies
No
Technology Centre for Biorefining and Bioenergy (TCBB)
No - to provide certainty and ensure fairness, non-discriminatory open access to all RNG producers
irrespective of geographic location, costs for connection to regulated services should be standardised,
subject to a single regulated national connection charge. Applying an economic test for connection to
REGULATED ACCESS SERVICES at STANDARD ACCCESS POINTS would result in connection
fees varying based solely on the geographic location of a RNG producer, a circumstance to be
avoided in order to promote national market development.
Additionally, as noted above, the risk profile is quite different for different asset types and classes of
service. While connections to REGULATED ACCESS SERVICES at STANDARD ACCESS POINTS
could reasonably be subject to regulation, connection is not suitable for application of an economic
test, as costs will be spread across a number of potential users and assets procured to a standard
modular technical specification, facilitating redeployed to alternative sites in the event demand does
not materialise. Cost recovery is more suited via socialised charges comprising standard national
RNG access fees and transport charges applicable to all grid users.
Connection charges to customized DISCRETIONARY COMMERCIAL SERVICES offered on a
commercial basis by any licensed operator should be negotiated between the service providers and
users as part of the commercial terms. Accordingly it would unreasonable to regulate tariffs for such
services and economic tests would not reasonably apply.
Ticto Platforms Ltd
No, difficult to get agreement, and will introduce unnecessary delays.
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The CER will approve a methodology for access
charges to be applied to RNG producers, submitted
by GNI, which will be based on objective and
transparent criteria. What costs should be included
in the access charge?

CRÉ
This cannot be pre-agreed without a feasibility study. GNI should
develop a proposal/study which should be independently assessed by a
neutral company.
Farmgas Community Partners Ltd
Only direct incremental costs incurred by GNI should be included in
access charges. No indirect or overhead costs should be included.
Capacity-carrying charges should not be included.
Gas Networks Ireland
GNI welcome an increased diversity in gas supplies onto the gas
network and therefore would support the development of cost effective
and efficient access and operating arrangements that may enhance the
viability of bio-methane injection projects.
GreenGas AD Plant
Again we make the point that RNG plants will be injecting gas into
central locations and not at ports or remote entry points. As a result
there are avoided transmission costs for the operator. RNG plants
should be rewarded for these avoided costs and no tariffs should be
applied to RNG plants. Biomethane allows for decarbonisation of the grid
and improves security of supply. It is a renewable source and should be
permitted priority access to the grid. RNG plants should not be subjected
to any charges because of the benefits that these plants bring to the
market. The CER are already suggesting that the RNG plant cover the
cost of connection and will be charged for that connection. There should
be no system usage or access charges.
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IrBEA
GNI should take account of the necessity for renewable gas to provide a
significant component of the gas volume in the grid, in order for the State
to meet its obligations under the Renewable Energy Directive,
specifically the 2020 targets. The costs for providing and transmitting
biomethane should be socialised over a wider base than purely the
producers of the renewable gas. The producers of the gas should be
charged an agreed tariff, fixed per annum and based on volume of gas
provided, at a level that will provide an economic return for the producer.
PHM Project Management
It is in the national interest to have an indigenous and sustainable source
of RNG renewable fuel sector, which success will be dependent on, to a
large degree on the policy makers, decisions made in order to support
and develop this emerging renewable energy sector. Ireland has
obligations to meet in its renewable energy in the areas of RES – H/E/T.
There is a large corporate energy sector that needs to be encouraged to
actively engage in complying with their individual renewable energy
obligations and associated costs with gas grid connection capital costs
to be shared across the energy sector. This cost sharing across the
corporate energy sector and potential RNG producers would greatly
assist in ensuring the success of the renewable RNG energy sector.
As mentioned previously, the renewable RNG sector in its infancy, RNG
access Charges being proposed need to be mindful of the sensitivity
around the requirement for significant financial investment. Until the
renewable RNG sector reaches production levels where the sector is
self-sufficient, it will require that cost sharing and financial support
through various social and corporate charges be structured.
Renetech
Charges for delivery by the appointed network operator of regulated
access services at standard access points could reasonably be subject
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to regulated tariffs. Charges for customized discretionary commercial
services deliverable by any licensed party should be the subject of
commercial negotiation between the service providers and users, and as
such they are not suited for regulation of related tariffs.
The cost and methodology for determining tariffs for regulated RNG
access and transport charges should take account of national and EU
sustainability policy promoting use of renewable energy. While a variety
of state or public support payments may be made available to support
development of RNG distribution infrastructure (which could reduce the
costs to be recovered via access fees) there is also a strong argument
that a large proportion of the costs for RNG access to the gas grid
should be socialized, to be shared across all beneficiaries rather than
solely burdening RNG production.
Tictoc Platforms Ltd
GNI should take account of the necessity for renewable gas to provide a
significant component of the gas volume in the grid, in order for the State
to meet its obligations under the Renewable Energy Directive,
specifically the 2020 targets. Tictoc recommend that that the cost of
producing and transmitting biomethane should be socialised over a
wider base than purely the producers of renewable gas. (I really like how
they put that one)
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What tariff structures CRÉ
are appropriate for RNG
producers?
RNG producers should not be subjected to the same tariff that large volume natural gas suppliers are
subject to. Further discussion is needed around this area and we would welcome to the opportunity to
meet with the Department to discuss this further.
Enviroeye
GNI should take account of the necessity for renewable gas to provide a significant component of the
gas volume in the grid, in order for the State to meet its obligations under the Renewable Energy
Directive, specifically the 2020 targets. The costs for providing and transmitting biomethane should be
socialised over a wider base than purely the producers of the renewable gas. The producers of the gas
should be charged an agreed tariff, fixed per annum and based on volume of gas provided, at a level
that will provide an economic return for the producer.
Farmgas Community Partners Ltd
For small plants a fixed annual fee based on plant rated output capacity would be appropriate. For larger
plants, a fixed fee and additional charges based on gas meter readings should apply. There should be
full transparency in access charges.
Gas Networks Ireland
GNI would see the need for an entry tariff to reasonably reflect the efficient cost to GNI of operating the
injection facility infrastructure as well as the cost of capital recovery. GNI recommend that interim
arrangements could be agreed and applied to allow the connection and operation of a reasonable
number of demonstrator sites and/or a reasonable time period, to better inform considerations for more
enduring tariff arrangements that would more accurately reflect the operation costs and cost of capital
recovery for GNI.
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GreenGas AD Plant
RNG producers should not be subjected to the same tariff that large volume natural gas suppliers are
subject to. Further discussion is needed around this area, as it will have a major impact on the
economics of said plants.
IrBEA
For new entry points, the existing rules which reflect the existing producer profile of large declining fossil
fields should not apply. Once RNG is available to the grid, the producers will typically be small and
medium enterprises with a growing, sustainable supply of gas. The split between fixed and variable
charges will have to be developed to fairly reflect this reality and the social benefit of the development
of this indigenous resource.
PHM Project Management
PHM Project Management Ltd for and on behalf of Charleville Energy Group proposes that the tariff
structure reflect on the quality of the RNG being injected and transported through the transmission
network. High quality RNG should carry a lower tariff than say a lower quality RNG. The tariff is charged
on the transport of the RNG through the grid. The tariff could be reviewed once the production volumes
of RNG reach an agreed level, where tariffs could reflect or track the rest of the energy sectors.
Renetech
Appropriate tariff structures would vary by type of service. Delivery of regulated access services at
standard access points could reasonably be subject to regulated tariffs. The tariffs however should
reflect the economic realities of RNG production, as well as the national benefit that will accrue from
successful development of the RNG industry.
A tariff structure for regulated RNG access and transport might reasonably include:
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1. A small standard fixed fee for RNG producers (for example €1,500 per month) to reflect that
during the pre-maturity development period resources utilised to operate RNG access sites are
likely to be intermittent allocation of existing staff time rather than a fully developed service
offering more suited to higher capacity fully developed market. Such a structure will reduce cost
burdens having to be covered by intermittent RNG production during pre-maturity development
period, and will be consistent with the requirement to support economic viability of the industry;
2. A low-cost national per-unit access tariff for RNG producers calculated based on the relevant
cost pool for regulated RNG services (appropriately proportioned as noted above) over the
national energy value of RNG deliveries;
3. Favourable Capacity and Commodity Charges for RNG Transport – as discussed above RNG
deliveries are unlikely to be seasonal and volumes are likely to reflect higher usage profiles
generally serviced by the transmission network rather than low volume usage profiles generally
serviced by the distribution networks. RNG supply will not have the same relative impact on grid
operational costs as large volume natural gas users. While introduction of RNG into the market
may assist to develop new demand for gaseous fuels (especially transport fuels) increasing the
base over which fixed costs can be spread, RNG volumes are unlikely to challenge the capacity
of the grid to store such deliveries on either of the transmission or non-capacity- constrained
distribution networks and costs of network upgrades are most likely to be driven by expansion
of low-cost natural gas usage rather than RNG. Accordingly, it is unreasonable to ask RNG
producers to equally shoulder the burden of related grid capacity costs, especially during a prematurity market development period.
During the pre-maturity market development period it would be consistent with EU and national policy
to reflect the economic, environmental and social benefits accruing form the development of the RNG
industry. Accordingly, it is unreasonable to ask RNG producers to equally shoulder the burden of related
grid capacity costs, especially during a pre-maturity market development period.
Technology Centre for Biorefining and Bioenergy (TCBB)
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Delivery of REGULATED ACCESS SERVICES at STANDARD ACCESS POINTS could reasonably be
subject to regulated tariffs. The tariffs however should reflect the economic realities of RNG production,
as well as the national benefit that will accrue from successful development of the RNG industry.
A tariff structure for regulated RNG access and transport might reasonably include:
(1) A small standard fixed fee for RNG producers (for example €1,500 per month) to reflect that during
the pre-maturity development period resources utilised to operate RNG access sites are likely to be
intermittent allocation of existing staff time rather than a fully developed service offering more suited
to higher capacity fully developed market. Such a structure will reduce cost burdens having to be
covered by intermittent RNG production during pre-maturity development period, and will be
consistent with the requirement to support economic viability of the industry; as well as
(2) A low-cost national per-unit access tariff for RNG producers calculated based on the relevant cost
pool for regulated RNG services (appropriately proportioned as noted above) over the national
energy value of RNG deliveries;
(3) Favourable Capacity and Commodity Charges for RNG Transport – as discussed above RNG
deliveries are unlikely to be seasonal and volumes are likely to reflect higher usage profiles generally
serviced by the transmission network rather than low volume usage profiles generally serviced by
the distribution networks. RNG supply will not have the same relative impact on grid operational
costs as large volume natural gas users. While introduction of RNG into the market may assist to
develop new demand for gaseous fuels (especially transport fuels) increasing the base over which
fixed costs can be spread, RNG volumes are unlikely to challenge the capacity of the grid to store
such deliveries on either of the transmission or non-capacity-constrained distribution networks and
costs of network upgrades are most likely to be driven by expansion of low-cost natural gas usage
rather than RNG. Accordingly, it is unreasonable to ask RNG producers to equally shoulder the
burden of related grid capacity costs, especially during a pre-maturity market development period.

During the pre-maturity market development period it would be consistent with EU and national policy
to reflect the economic, environmental and social benefits accruing form the development of the RNG
industry. Additionally, the relative cost of supplying RNG vs the cost of low-priced natural gas is likely to
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cause shippers (who have substantial market power) to burden RNG producers with the cost of transport
rather than the users. RNG producers will likely suffer the burden of both access fees and transport
fees.
To acknowledge the limited impact RNG injection will have on current grid operations, the national
benefits accruing from development of the industry as well as recognise the economic realities faced by
both RNG customers and producers, it would be reasonable to introduce a standard national RNG
transport tariff incorporating favourable capacity and commodity charges for delivery of RNG. Such a
structure could target, together with the RNG access fee, a combined grid access and transport cost of
circa €5.00 per MWh, for example, irrespective of whether RNG was delivered via the transmission or
distribution network. Such a structure would not be unreasonable, especially during the pre-maturity
development period.
Tictoc Platforms Ltd
For new entry points, existing rules which reflect the existing producer profile of large declining fossil
fields should not apply.
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The Connected Systems Agreement (CSA) CRÉ
system will set out the formal terms of the
relationship between GNI and RNG producer. No comments.
Are there any other issues that should be
included in the CSA?
Enviroeye
The CSA list is quite comprehensive.
Farmgas Community Partners Ltd
No comments.
Gas Networks Ireland
Assessment of existing RNG connections to gas grids in other States has
indicated that rates for out of tolerance gas diversions can be between 1% &
8%. GNI believe that necessary control measured required in this area would
warrant appropriate emphasis in the CSA for safety and operational integrity
reasons. It is important that a robust systemisation of the handling procedures
for out of tolerance gas is agreed and in place to ensure that such gas is
automatically accepted back into the producers facility, either to be flared or
recycled and further upgraded.
PHM Project Management
Clear policy and methods of dealing with RNG quality that doesn’t meet
acceptable levels/standards. Also, determination of the point of which the RNG
reaches and is placed on the market when transported through the gas grid or
distributed/dispatched from the RNG producer ex plant.
Renetech
No comments.
Tictoc Platforms Ltd
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The CSA list is quite comprehensive.
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Appendix B
The European Union is supportive of the production and injection of gas into the gas grid from
renewable sources and provides through legislation that Member States facilitate direct injection
into the gas grid. Specifically;




Directive 2009/73/EC (Common Rules for the Internal Market in Natural Gas);
Directive 2009/28/EC (Promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources); and
Regulation 994/2010 (Measures to safeguard security of gas supply);

Directive 2009/73/EC states that the rules established for natural gas shall also apply in a nondiscriminatory way to biogas and gas from biomass or other types of gas in so far as such gases
can technically and safely be injected into, and transported through, the natural gas network.
Additionally, Directive 2009/73/EC states that Member States should facilitate access to the
network for new production capacity, in particular removing barriers that could prevent access for
new market entrants and gas from renewable sources.
Directive 2009/28/EC states that the cost of connecting new producers of renewable energy should
be objective, transparent and non-discriminatory, and that due account should be taken of the
benefit that embedded producers of electricity from renewable sources and local producers of gas
from renewable sources bring to the electricity and gas systems.
Directive 2009/28/EC also states that Member States shall ensure that the charging of transmission
and distribution tariffs does not discriminate against gas from renewable energy sources (Article
16.7), and that where relevant Member States shall assess the need to extend existing gas network
infrastructure to facilitate the integration of gas from renewable sources (Article 16.9).
Finally, Regulation 994/2010 states that due account should be taken of the need to facilitate the
integration of gas from renewable sources into the gas network
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